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ABSTRACT

"OUR BEST HOPE IS IN THE PEOPLE"

[1]:

HIGHLANDER CENTER AND EDUCATION FOR SOCIAL CHANGE
TOWARD A MORE JUST AND DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

SEPTEMBER 1993
CATHY A.

ROTH,
M.S.,
Ed.D.,

B.S.,

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,

ONEONTA

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by:

Associate Professor William Lauroesch

This study has addressed the need for greater
understanding of the part education for social change plays
in the process of creating a more just,
humane society.

equitable,

and

The purpose of this study has been to

develop a better understanding of education for social
change through examining the case of Highlander Center,

a

leader and pioneer in American education in the Appalachian
region,

and its efforts to create greater economic democracy

and a more just and democratic society.
Initially the author presents the case of Highlander
Center and a review of the literature of education for
social change to establish a conceptual foundation for this
phenomenon and to provide examples of this alternative
educational approach.

•

•

Vll

The study then focuses on the qualitative case study
methodology that was used in collecting data through openended,

in-depth interviews with Highlander Center staff and

program participants,

participant observation at Highlander

Center education for social change workshops and trainings,
site observations of program participants'
communities in three Appalachian states,

efforts

in four

and document

analysis.
Five themes are used to present the findings of the
study:

(1)

The Economic Problem in Appalachia,

(2)

Forces

That Aid Social Change Toward Greater Economic Democracy,
(3)

Forces That Constrain Change Toward Greater Economic

Democracy,
Change,

and

(4)

Highlander Center Education for Social

(5)

The Part Education for Social Change Plays

in the Process of Creating a Society That Is More Democratic
and Just.
Finally,

a summary and interpretation of the research

findings are presented,

implications for education for

social change including a Social and Human Reality Framework
of Education for Social Change are discussed,
suggestions are made for further research.

Vlll

and
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CHAPTER 1
EDUCATION FOR SOCIAL CHANGE:
THE PURPOSE AND FOCUS OF THE RESEARCH

Introduction to the Problem

The Need for Change

Injustice is not fated and inalterable
"It is,"

(Freire,

spoke feminist author Andrea Dworkin,

is history,

it is economics,

of organization"

1970b).

"politics,

it

it is institutionalized modes

(Russo and Torres,

1990,

p.

17) .

more just systems and structures in post-Cold War,

Creating
post¬

industrial society is becoming an increasing concern to
educators and others as the impact of unjust systems and
structures become global in scope and dimension
1991).
(1991)

(Meadows,

There is a "profound disquiet," noted Michael Wood
in Legacy:

The Barbarian West,

about the systems and

structures of society that have raised the quality of
for some,

while contributing to poverty,

exploitation,

environmental degradation,

massive human suffering
not immutable,

(p.

15).

economic

starvation,

and

Though the situation is

Dworkin would remind us,

structures of society are pervasive,
place by many forces and factors.

war,

life

systems and

powerful,

and held in

Despite the recent record

of cataclysmic changes witnessed in the former Soviet Union,

1

South Africa,

and Eastern Europe,

the ongoing struggles at

the end of the twentieth century indicate that the task of
building a just and democratic society is
and exceedingly complex

(Coover et al.,

long,

demanding,

1985).

What Part Does Education Plav in the Process of Building a
Just and Democratic Society?

It has never been clear what part education plays or
could play in this task.
(1980)

in Sri Lanka,

Yet educators like A.T.

Orlando Fals-Borda

Helen Lewis and John Gaventa
Freire

(1976)

in Brazil,

Burke and Rick Arnold

(1991)

(1990)

(1983)

in Columbia,

in the U.S.,

and Deborah Barndt
in Canada,

Ariyaratne

Paulo

(1991)

and Bev

among many others,

are attempting to address this question.

Through tying

education to people's immediate problems and immediate
problems to the systems they are part of,

this alternative

form of education seeks to confront such elements of the
current reality as rising inequality of ownership and
control of the world's resources,
profits over human needs,
economics,
to it

the primacy of power and

and the politics,

history,

and modes of social organization which give rise

(Barndt,

1980;

Hall,

1981).

Traditionally education has been employed in the U.S.
as elsewhere to maintain rather than challenge social
structures

(Counts,

1932;

Dewey,

2

1938).

Preservation of the

values,

beliefs,

and attitudes of the prevailing political,

social,

and economic order has been education's primary

function regardless of the order's attendant inequality and
injustice
(1939)

(Lindeman,

1926).

Progressive educator Boyd Bode

writing in Democracy As a Wav of Life noted that

"conventional education springs from the unconscious
assumption that no other kind of education is possible”
(p.

97).

Linking education to the creation of a more just,

democratic,

and humane society requires that conventional

forms be challenged and assumptions be made conscious.
Toward this end,
neutral"

(p.

Bode

(1939)

wrote,

"education cannot be

73).

Under other historical conditions the task of education
might be different

(Freire,

reality of what Freire

1976).

(1970b)

But within the current

calls the "theme of the

epoch"—domination and exploitation—the foremost purposes
of education must be the commitment to reclaim the
democratization and rehumanization of society.
the ideals of democracy to habits of living,
described this vision,
interests of people,

Transforming

as Dewey

(1916)

or to work in behalf of the genuine

as Fals-Borda

(1985)

identified it,

is

a daunting undertaking with no apparent utopian solution.
The problem addressed in this study,

then,

is the need

for greater understanding of the part education plays in the
process of creating a society that is more just,

humane,

and

democratic by transforming exploitative and dominant systems
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and structures of society that divide,

degrade,

and demean

human beings.

Creating An Alternative Education

While at present there are no completely satisfactory
answers as to what part education plays or might play in
changing society in fundamental ways,

the efforts of

educators such as those above have begun to shape new
possibilities and pose new educational approaches.

This

alternative education is based on the belief that ordinary
people have both an ability and a right to interpret their
problems and be involved in their solution
Burke,

1983).

(Arnold and

Such education generally takes place outside

the schooling system and tends to break down traditional
divisions between adult,
It seeks, Myles Horton
answers,

(1991)

not to provide

The questions it begins with

"Why is this situation the way it is?,"

"What can we do to change it?"

(1991)

and community education.

has said,

but to ask questions.

are fundamental:
and,

childhood,

(Barndt,

1991).

Horton

characterized this education as a "difficult," "how

to figure out" education that constitutes "a remarkable
deviation from what education usually is"
responding to a reason for learning
problem),

(p.

7).

Through

(people's immediate

this "figuring out" education helps people

critically evaluate and understand society in order to

4

change it.

Those who are engaged in this education are not

only educators,

but people who do not think of themselves as

such—those who are working together in behalf of women,
peace,

native people,

children,

a safe environment,

gays, workers,

people of color,

and others—or as part of an

organization whose purpose is directed toward bringing
society closer to its democratic ideals in behalf of
ordinary people's genuine and long-range interests.
As a community educator working with women's and rural
issues for the past twenty years,
(Moyers,

1982)

candid assessment:

up with this system .
Doing so,

I share Myles Horton's

I believe,

.

"People don't have to put

. they can change it

(p.

284).

requires that while many forces work

against a society that is more humane,

democratic,

and just,

education must decide to work for it.
In the waning years of the 20th century,
Meadows

(1992),

author of The Global Citizen,

Donella
cautions that

many systems and structures of society are becoming more
unworkable,

unreliable,

and impoverished.

acknowledging that alternative education,
social change,
happen,

While fully
or education for

is just one way fundamental social change can

educators and others are increasingly concerned that

education go beyond patching up the system to rebuilding and
restructuring it

(Kohl,

1991; Snow,

1989; Vio Grossi,

1981).

The task of education for social change is undertaken within
this context.

5

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study has been to develop a better
understanding of education for social change through
examining the case of Highlander Center,

a pioneer in

American education in the Appalachian region,

and its

efforts to create greater economic democracy and a more just
and democratic society.

In examining the strong example of

education for social change as it has been conceived and is
developing through the efforts of Highlander Center,

I have

used the following questions to guide the research:

1.

What is the economic problem in the Appalachian
region that Highlander Center seeks to address?

2.

What forces operate in this situation to aid or
constrain social change toward greater economic
democracy?

3.

What are essential elements of education for
social change at Highlander Center?

4.

What part does education for social change play in
the process of creating a society that is more
democratic and just?

6

Focus of the Study:
The Case of Highlander Center

This study has focused on Highlander Center,

a leader

in American education for social change, whose efforts
toward creating greater economic democracy and a more just
and democratic society have been both unigue and effective.
Highlander Center is not presented here as an ideal or
model.

Its sixty-year history provides an opportunity to

learn from a rare and indigenous example of an alternative
education that has tied learning about people's immediate
problems to the need for basic changes in society in the
U.S.

Brief Highlander History

Myles Horton,

Don West,

and Jim Dombrowski set out in

1932 to establish a school in the mountains of Tennessee
that would help mountain people and southern workers solve
pressing problems of poverty by taking control of their
lives and the economic situation.

"This was clearly

impossible," Southern journalist Anne Braden
"as anyone would have told you"
(1991)

(p.

27).

(1991)

wrote,

The South,

Braden

observed, was nothing short of a police state:

social and political order was held in place by a few people
who owned and controlled wealth and power,

7

the status quo

was enforced by official terror,
had virtually no rights.

"One did not challenge the South's

way of life," Braden

(1991)

own life .

27) .

.

.

"

(p.

Highlander Folk School,

and workers in the South

noted,

"without risking one's

Myles Horton and staff of

as it was originally named,

that this situation could be changed,
have a better life,

believed

people could in fact

and the human race could figure out a

more just system to put in an unjust system's place.

For

sixty years Highlander Folk School—later to be named
Highlander Research and Education Center,

or "Highlander" as

it is popularly called—has remained dedicated to a vision
of ordinary people,

those "who benefit least from society as

it is now structured," taking greater control over their own
lives and "working to change unjust structures and build a
genuine political and economic democracy in the U.S."
(Statement of Highlander Mission,

1987)

(Appendix A).

For two decades Highlander pursued this vision through
its significant involvement in the labor battles of the
growing workers' movement in the South.

During the 1930s

and 40s the school directed large-scale labor education
programs for the newly formed Congress of Industrial
Organizations

(CIO)

throughout the southern states.

effort developed into a broad-based,

This

racially integrated,

politically active residential education program that served
as a labor education school for thousands of rank and file
workers and fledgling union leaders and activists

8

(Adams,

1975).

From the beginning,

Horton and staff took a firm

stand that the color line would not be tolerated at
Highlander.

A year before the historic Brown vs.

the Board

of Education Supreme Court school desegregation ruling of
1954,

the school launched a series of workshops on racial

integration.

Whites and blacks met,

ate,

danced,

and

learned together—some for the first time—in defiance of
both local customs and legal statute

(Glen,

1988).

Participants in civil rights workshops at Highlander during
this period included hundreds of local leaders and concerned
community members from throughout the South.
the young Rev. Martin Luther King,

Rosa Parks,

and students Andrew Young

and Julian Bond, who along with others formed the Student
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee

(SNCC),

came together at

Highlander to focus on the region's racial problems.
Through this residential activity the mountain school became
known as an affirmation of the possibility of an integrated
society and a "half-way house" for the civil rights movement
(Peters and Bell,

1986).

Perhaps one of its greatest contributions during this
period

(Adams,

1975)

was Highlander's Citizenship Schools

which began on Johns Island,

South Carolina,

to enable

Islanders to read in order to register to vote.

It is

estimated that through the Citizenship Schools, which spread
quickly throughout the South,
learned to read and write,

over 100,000 African Americans

and became registered voters

9

(Tjerandsen,

1980).

rights education,

During this intense period of civil

attacks on the school, which had begun

during the labor movement,

became heightened.

Southern

white segregationists mounted an assault against the growing
empowerment of blacks and against Highlander as a threat to
«

the region and "a school for communist training”
1988).

In 1960,

baiting

(the accusation of communist activity or

sympathizing)

(Glen,

after legislative investigations,

propaganda campaigns,

red¬

and a dramatic trial,

the state of Tennessee revoked the school's charter,
the doors,

closed

and seized its property.

These events marked another transition point for
Highlander.

In 1961 the school's officers secured a new

site and new charter and turned its attention to the
economic problems besetting the greatest concentration of
poor people in America—those in the Appalachian region.
Today Highlander is working with Southern and Appalachian
groups to develop leadership and forge linkages between
environmental and economic concerns and the inter¬
relationship of those issues on a global level.

Although

the Center's history is often divided into the distinct
periods as above, Horton held that while the subject matter
changed,

the purpose remained the same—"educating people to

have something to do with their lives,
more aspects of it”

(Moyers,

1982, p.

10

to have control over
270).

The Idea of Highlander

Education for social change of the kind that Highlander
has practiced,
(1991),

observed civil rights historian Aldon Morris

is rare in the U.S.

In the 1930s the call for a new

order was widespread in the South and in the nation,

and

movements for change had appeal among broad audiences
(Dunbar,

1981).

It wasn't that Myles Horton was espousing

new ideas; what was significant was that he insisted on
putting them into practice

(Peters and Bell,

learned early that people,

no matter how poor or unschooled,

knew what they needed to learn.
will nor the appetite to learn,

1986).

Horton

They lacked neither the
but the means

(Adams,

1975).

This experience demonstrated to Horton that through actively
taking control of their circumstances—by asserting their
rights to have a union,

to be treated decently,

and to be

left alone to live their own way—people could confront the
policies and structures which dominate their lives and could
contribute to making fundamental changes

(Moyers,

For changes to be effective, however,

1982).

Horton held that

solutions must come from the people who experience the
problem and who will be directly affected by action.
Therefore education at Highlander developed as a process
that allows people to analyze their problems,
their own and others'
their ideas.

experience,

learn from

and test out and act on

"We have certain traditions," Horton said,
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"freedom of speech,

civil rights,

are most often not honored,
them,

but they can be.

if you push the boundaries,

you can exercise them”

and human rights.

They

If you force

and if you insist on them

(Conti and Fellenz,

1986,

p.

28).

Horton believed that if you don't struggle against
injustice it moves in on you.

Therefore to have just laws

you have to challenge unjust laws,

and to create democracy

you have to learn to live democratically.

This has required

that Highlander help people "break out of their encrustation
of thinking and perceive things a different way"
1982,

p.

275).

(Moyers,

An attempt to bring black and white farmers

together in the Farmers Union in the 1950s is an experience
Horton

(1990)

used to illustrate ways in which this was

accomplished.
In southern Alabama it gets so hot that workers would
always drink lots of ice water. . . .
There would
always be a big hunk of ice in a barrel of water, and
next to it they'd hang what they called a colored
dipper and a white dipper.
J.D. Mott decided he'd take
advantage of the situation and do a little education,
so he took away the white dipper.
Pretty soon thirsty
white farmers would come to get a drink and they
couldn't find their dipper.
They'd hesitate, try to
figure out how to get their heads in the barrel, look
around to see if anyone was watching, and then take the
colored dipper and drink from it.
Mott was off where
he couldn't be seen watching.
In a few days everyone
was drinking out of the colored dipper (p. 178).

This same action-based change of perception was
precipitated in the civil rights movement,
observed,

by mass demonstrations,

were saying:
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boycotts,

Horton

(1990)

and blacks who

"We're no longer going to take this; you're going to
treat us like human beings, and we aren't going to wait
through years of your changing your minds, changing
your hearts, we're going to change them right now!
We're going to march down that street, go in that
restaurant, and we're going to ride that bus.
We're
going to get action” (p. 128-29).
By blacks refusing to accept the situation as it was,
were forced to adjust their minds,
Horton

(1990)

reported,

and ”...

people

their hearts,”

"came poking along later"

(p.

128) .

Overview of Highlander Education

Like the swelling numbers of literacy teachers in the
historic Citizenship Schools, today Highlander is
developing grassroots leaders and organizations throughout
the South.

Through the Stop the Poisoning

Economic Education Program,
Leadership Training

Schools,

Southern and Appalachian

(SALT), the Environmental and Economics

Intern Program (EEP),
other programs,

(STP)

and Youth Leadership education,

among

hundreds of emerging leaders and members of

grassroots organizations are confronting problems of
environmental hazards,
shortages,

economic development, housing

lack of jobs, poor education,

preservation,

youth development,

cultural

and many others.

At the core of Highlander's work is residential
education.

More than fifty workshops are held annually with

over 2,000 people participating from throughout the region,
with others from around the world and other areas of the
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United States.

Workshops are nonacademic,

schools as possible,

as much unlike

and most like homes and communities,

where staff believe most learning is accomplished.

Twenty

to thirty people sit in a circle of rocking chairs in a
large meeting room looking out on Bay's Mountain.
(1975)

Adams

provided a brief description of the workshop start-up

format:
Each participant is asked at the start of each workshop
to tell briefly and simply what problem he (sic) faces
in his community and how he or others is trying to
resolve it.
Everyone has a turn.
At the end of this
round of information sharing, participants are asked to
question each other about details of situations of
particular interest (p. 8).

The focus of workshop discussion is on ways people can gain
strength and power through unity and collective action.
Differing viewpoints inevitably emerge.

Recognizing that

people's cultural expressions are an integral and important
part of their social and political lives,

program

participants are encouraged to freely share their stories
and struggles in any number of cultural forms.

Free and

open discussion is the rule with staff listening,

providing

information as available along with examples of others'
efforts,

questioning people to sharpen their thinking,

and

helping people analyze and learn from their own experiences.
Workshop participants are ordinary people and often poor.
They have been white coal miners together with African
American tenant farmers; workers with black and brown lung
disease; mothers of starving children and of children sick
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from poisoned wells;

laid-off textile, mine,

and industrial

workers; Mexican women from the maquiladoras

(factory towns

along the U.S.

border); Kenyan health workers;

fledgling

civil rights and literacy teachers; residents of once
prosperous rural communities that have been abandoned;
Lakota, Mexican American, African American,
and song writers,

storytellers,

fiddlers,

and white youth;

and poets.

Since 1971 Highlander has been located in New Market,
Tennessee on a 104-acre farm between the Cumberland and
Smokey Mountains.

In addition to the round building which

serves as the workshop center,

there are sleeping and dining

accommodations for 25-35 people,
center,

a library and resource

administrative offices in a converted farmhouse,

three on-site staff houses.
fifteen and twenty people.

Staff currently number between
They are divided between

residential education,

leadership development,

and economic programs,

cultural development,

finances.

and

environmental

research,

and

A board of directors includes southern and

Appalachian community leaders and social change educators
from this and other countries.
Horton and early staff members received no pay,
supported by mostly individual donations,
and grew much of their own food.

divided duties,

Sixty years later,

scales are much better but still modest.

were

pay

They are

determined by staff member needs and size of family.
Individual donations are still significant.
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The largest

percentage of the $800,000 to $1 million annual budget comes
from grants and foundations.

Highlander Center was recently

named a MacArthur Award winner.

This significant

distinction has also been awarded individually to its
present director,

John Gaventa.

Although Myles Horton and early staff members had no
more of a plan for Highlander Folk School than some basic
ideas about the South's problems, people's will to learn,
and the richness of people's own experience,

Highlander has

succeeded in working with thousands of people like those
above in helping them take control of their lives,
to injustice,

and in so doing place "buried ideals" of

American democracy into democratic practice
Adams

(1975)

stand up

(Horton,

1983).

summarized the significance of those ideas as

follows:
On the surface the educational idea which Myles Horton
learned from poor people would seem disarmingly simple,
and one which could be popularly accepted.
The notion
of founding a school for poor people—the folk—in a
democratic nation would appear without troublesome
prospect.
But the thought that the poor themselves
best know their own needs, and can determine their own
ways of achieving their own goals, and can both teach
and learn these things from one another, and can
together gain power to level out society, has been at
once despised and loved.
Like the poor themselves, and
[like] Highlander (p. 75).

In 1982 Highlander Center was nominated for the Nobel
Peace Prize for work on behalf of human rights in the
region.
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Design of the Study

To engage in inquiry about education for social change
at Highlander that would be both exploratory and
descriptive, and one that would focus on the insight and
understanding of the research participants,

I chose a

qualitative case study methodology which was used with openended,

in-depth interviews and participant observation as

primary data collection methods.

Research participants

included four Highlander staff members and four program
participants who were selected as a purposeful sample for
the richness of information they were likely to provide to
the research (Patton,

1980).

Conversation was focused by

the use of an Interview Guide which was developed to provide
both in-depth,

face-to-face interaction and descriptive data

about people's experiences, perspectives, and insights
through participants' own voices.
Participant observation was conducted at Highlander
during two weekend workshop trainings for grassroots groups
and leaders through Highlander's Environmental and Economic
Intern Program (EEP)

and the Southern and Appalachian

Leadership Training (SALT) Program.

Secondary methods of

data collection included document analysis and site
observations in Middlesboro, Kentucky; Ivanhoe and
Dungannon, Virginia; and Cherokee, North Carolina—
communities where Highlander program participants live and
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have been actively involved in confronting economic,
environmental, and related issues.

Definition of Terms

The following terms are used repeatedly throughout the
study.

Although they have multiple meanings and a variety

of economic, political, and sociological interpretations,
this research relied on the following definitions.

Social Change:

Warren (1973)

identifies social change

in general as the aggregate of many forces working
themselves out, and Moore (1963), more specifically, as the
significant alteration of fundamental structures and systems
of society including those that are political and economic.

Education for Social Change:

Rather than maintaining

the status quo, this alternative education is based on the
participation of ordinary people in a collective effort to
challenge and confront unjust and inequitable systems and
structures of society and act to change them to be more
just, humane, and democratic (Arnold and Burke,
Barndt,

1983;

1980).

Systems and Structures of Society:

This concept refers

to the social, political, cultural, and economic
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arrangements of society,
socialism,

e.g. democracy,

free-market economy,

capitalism,

that can be held in place by

popular will and agreement when they serve the long-range
interests of society,
habit,

or by force,

violence,

dominance,

and apathy when they serve the narrow interests of

dominant groups

(Freire,

Ordinary People:
as Highlander does:

1970b; Frye,

1983).

This study refers to ordinary people

those who have little say in or control

over their lives and therefore benefit least from an unjust
and inequitable society as it is presently structured
(Horton,

1990).

These include people,

groups,

or popular

sectors of society that have been denied power and
legitimacy in society by virtue of class,

race,

gender,

and

other categorizations of difference from the dominant group
(Arnold et al.,

1991). As such,

this term refers to those

who make up the vast majority of the world's population
(Barndt,

1991).

Dominant:

While this term is commonly used and

understood in the behavioral sciences to mean having the
most power and control,

it is used in this study as defined

more specifically by Riane Eisler

(1982)

in The Chalice and

the Blade to refer to a system or group that operates from a
position of "power over others," as in a ranking-based or
hierarchical ordering of society,
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rather than from a

position of "power with others,” as in a linking-based or
partnership perspective of social, political,

or economic

relationships.

Democracy:

Originating from the Greek language,

"demos” means people,

and "kratos” strength,

the people are the rulers in a democracy.
(Moyers,

1982)

signifying that

Myles Horton

described democracy as "where people have a

way to control many facets of their lives"

(p.

282).

Economic democracy in this study refers to people having a
say in and control over the economic decisions and factors
which affect them.

True democracy refers to that same say

and control extending beyond politics,
democracy,

to include economic,

social,

or political
and cultural aspects

of life.

Delimitations of the Study

This study has examined the case of Highlander Center
and its efforts to create greater economic democracy in the
Appalachian region and a society that is more democratic and
just.

The fact that the research is carried out within the

context of a single institution delimits its findings to a
single time and place.

Transferability of findings to other

institutions and geographic locations cannot be assumed from
this case.

In addition,

the limited sample of Highlander
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staff and participants was drawn primarily from current
program efforts in one area—economic democracy.

Results of

this study cannot be assumed to be generalizable to
practitioners of education for social change in other
educational program domains or settings.
Lastly,
critique,
work.

this study is not intended to be an evaluation,

or comprehensive history of Highlander or its

Neither is it prescriptive in its intent or findings.

It is instead an attempt to gain a foothold of understanding
through a first-hand,

intensive field study of one

outstanding education for social change example.

Significance of the Study

The ultimate intent of qualitative research is to
provide information which both makes a meaningful
contribution to knowledge and understanding of the problem
under study and is useful in application and practice
(Glesne and Peshkin,
paradigm perspective,

1992).

From the alternative research

research aims at going beyond

description to assist in solving problems through exposing
the mechanisms for producing, maintaining,

and legitimizing

social inequity,

(Paulston,

domination,

quoted in Maquire,

1987).

and injustice

The significance of the

contribution of this study lies in its potential
contribution to each of these areas.
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1979,

Highlander has been little recognized for its
significant contributions to both social change and to
American education.

Despite a recent rise in interest in

Highlander related to the death of Myles Horton in 1990,
to the publication of a number of books,

documentaries,

and
and

articles about the school's rich history and on-going
influence

[Myles Horton

Paulo Freire
Moyers

(1990),

The Long Haul: Horton and

(1990), We Make the Road bv Walking; Bill

(1982),

Social Policy

The Adventures of a Radical Hillbilly:
(1991),

special issue.

Building Movements:

Educating Citizens: and Elliot Wigginton

(1992),

Refuse to

Stand Silently Bvl, Highlander has remained little known to
American educators.

This study represents a potential

contribution to a broader understanding and knowledge of
Highlander Research and Education Center among educators and
others working for social justice in the United States.
Considerable interest in education for social change
during the last two decades has focused primarily on efforts
concentrated in post-colonial,

post-revolutionary,

or newly

independent countries such as those in South and Central
America,

India,

LaBelle,

1976,

and Africa

(Barndt,

1986; Vio Grossi,

1991;

1981).

Freire,

1970b;

Few resources are

available that describe how education for social change is
practiced in this country beyond the progressive education
movement of the 1930s.

Through the voices of people

practicing and developing the practice of education for
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social change at Highlander,

educators and "those who don't

think of themselves as such" may find the discussion and
distillation of essential elements of education for social
change useful in its application to their own circumstances.
Identification of the forces that aid and constrain
social change toward greater economic democracy as perceived
by the study participants begins to demystify the economic
problems in the Appalachian region and the factors which
legitimize and hold economic injustice in place.

Unmasking

these factors and their critical assistance in maintaining
social and economic inequity provides a significant
contribution to those who seek to understand their current
situation in order to be able to change it.

Organization of the Dissertation

The dissertation is organized into five chapters.
Chapter One provides an overview of the problem, purpose,
and focus of the study,

along with the presentation of the

case of Highlander Center,
significance.

and the study design and

Chapter Two presents a review of the

representative literature of education for social change.
To provide a conceptual basis for this alternative
educational approach,

this review focuses on education and

social change theory,

education and democracy,

education,

popular

and the democratization of knowledge and power.
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The third chapter describes the study's research
strategy,

data collection methods,

and processes used in

both analyzing the data and ensuring trustworthiness.
Chapter Four presents the results and analysis of the data
using five major themes:
Appalachia,

(2)

(1)

The Economic Problem in

Forces That Aid Social Change Toward Greater

Economic Democracy,

(3)

Forces That Constrain Social Change

Toward Greater Economic Democracy,
Education for Social Change,

and

(4)

(5)

Highlander Center

The Part Education For

Social Change Plays in the Process of Creating a Society
That Is More Democratic and Just.
Chapter Five provides a summary and interpretation of
the research findings,
for social change,

discusses implications for education

and poses suggestions for further

research.
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CHAPTER 2
EDUCATION FOR SOCIAL CHANGE:
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A.T. Ariyaratne, the well-known educator and leader of
the Sri Lankan Sarvodaya Shramadana
movement,

(self-help/awakening)

once met a group of villagers who were in great

turmoil over the state of disrepair of the earthen water
tank which served the drinking water needs of their village.
The villagers showed him a thick file which contained their
15-year correspondence with the government about the
problem.

Ariyaratne

(1980)

described this incident as

follows:
I got the people to analyze their problems themselves,
assuming that there was nobody except themselves
capable of solving this problem.
"How many cubes of
earth are needed?", I inquired.
The answer was 200.
"From where do you get this earth?"
"From the tank
bed," they answered.
"What implements do you need to
dig this earth and make the bund?"
"Some mammoties and
earth pans." Except earth pans, other equipment could
be found in the village. "Can you suggest a substitute
for earth pans?", I asked. "Yes, sheaves of arecanut
leaves and gunny bags."
"Who can find these?", I asked
them.
A villager offered.
"How many people hope to work and for how many days to
have the job done?", I again inquired.
"Two hundred
people working for four days."
"Tell me," I said, "how
many volunteers can you organize for this work?"
"One,
two, five, ten, fifteen," they answered.
"Alright, who
is going to feed these two hundred people?"
A rich
landowner got up and said, "I will feed all of them for
two days."
"Thank you," I responded," but who can feed
one man by sharing his meal with another?"
Several
hands went up.
"Who can feed two, three, four, five?"
Other hands were raised.
"Well," I said, "now we have
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enough food without the first offer, for all four days.
But, let us accept the first offer also and organize a
Shramadana camp because I am sure two hundred more will
join when they hear we started work on the bund.
When
shall we begin?"
It was agreed to start the next
weekend.
"So why do you need to petition the
government?", I asked them.
"Let us burn your file
containing fifteen years of correspondence and start
fresh with your own self-reliance written in" (p. 77) .

The form of education illustrated by this exchange goes
by many names including popular, participatory,
based,

self-help,

present,

and education for social change.

education for social change,

includes the others,
developed methodology

(1983),

At

a concept that

is neither a unified theory nor fully
(Barndt,

is a term used by Arnold et al.
Tjerandsen

community-

1991; Vio Grossi,
(1991),

Thrasher

1981).

It

(1989),

and others to denote an approach to and

understanding of education that has evolved over the last
several decades in a variety of places throughout the world
in response to the historical reality of political and
economic domination.
The ultimate goal of education for social change is the
transformation of the relations of power and control and the
restoration of the human value lost in the injustice,
inequality,
(Fals-Borda,

and inhumanity implicit in dominant relations
1985).

This perception of the current reality

precludes the neutrality of social change education.
most fundamental level of application,

At its

education for social

change is an experience of ordinary people learning to know
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and recognize themselves as sources of change,
participating actively in their own destiny
Nurtured by this human ideal,

as means of

(Freire,

1970a).

it is deeply and genuinely

democratic.
Education for social change has emerged and continues
to unfold as an alternative educational approach directed
toward the promotion of fundamental social,

economic,

and

political changes rather than the perpetuation of the
prevailing order.
as Vio Grossi

Advocates of education for social change,

(1981)

and others have noted,

do not over¬

emphasize the part education plays in this process.

Because

social transformation is a complex phenomenon made up of a
variety of socio-economic and political variables,
is viewed as a significant,

education

but not sufficient component of

a broad-based and long-range effort toward a more just,
humane,

and democratic society.

Three major threads run through the representative
literature of education for social change.
1)

education and democracy;

knowledge and power.

2)

These include:

popular education;

and 3)

This chapter begins with a brief

overview of the theory of social change and its relationship
to education for social change as an alternative to the more
conservative function and character of traditional
education.
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Education and Social Change Theory

To succeed where historians have failed and to provide
a coherent theory of social change has long occupied social
scientists.

While scores of theories have been proposed and

volumes written,

social change has not conformed to the

attempt to isolate regular or universal patterns
1963; Nisbit,

1969; Smith,

others have noted,
complex,

1976).

As Boudon

(Moore,

(1984)

and

the process of change is exceedingly

and an explanation of its reality cannot be reduced

to a single or prime factor.
In our attempt to understand the social field and in
particular social change, we must—or at least it is
useful to do so—proceed by means of constructing
models. . . .
For reality is always wider than
rationality . . . and that is why the constructs we
call models are indispensable tools of knowledge.
It
is also why reality can't be contained in them
(p. 226).

Different Views of Reality

■

/

Two competing views of the nature of society create a
context in which to examine competing approaches to
education.

Within the Western intellectual tradition

assumptions about the nature of society are sometimes
categorized as two polar paradigms:
view,

and 2)

1)

the alternative world view

the dominant world
(McGuire,

1987) .

These two ways of looking at the nature of society have also
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been identified as order vs. conflict (Dahrendorf,
equilibrium vs. conflict (Paulston,

1959),

1977), and regulation

vs. radical change (Burrell and Morgan,

1979).

As the dominant view of the nature of society is
primarily concerned with unity, cohesiveness, evolutionary
change, and maintenance of the status quo, and the
alternative view with conflict, exploitation, and
emancipation of people from oppressive social structures,
these two perceptions of society and the social situation
indicate fundamentally different assumptions and points of
observation.

What is at issue, Paulston (1977)

observed,

is

ideology—the particular filter through which education is
perceived and implemented.
Increasing attention has been given in recent years to
understanding how the ideological assumptions that
scientists bring to their subject of investigation guide and
influence what is seen and studied (Burrell and Morgan,
1979; Fay,

1975; Kuhn,

1970; Popkewitz,

1984).

Kuhn (1970),

perhaps the best known of these social scientists, has noted
that science is based on frames of reference or paradigms
which denote an implicit or explicit view of reality.

Each

view identifies a basic structure of social thought which is
based on a set of assumptions (Burrell and Morgan,

1979).

These assumptions shape and underlie explanations of why
society is the way it is, bind together their adherents,
suggest cause-and-effeet relationships, and influence the
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identification of appropriate goals and social change
strategies

(Brown and Tandon,

1983; Maguire,

1987).

The power of a paradigm is that it shapes in nearly
unconscious and thus unquestioned ways perceptions and
practices within disciplines.
It shapes what we look
at, how we look at things, what we label as problems,
what problems we consider worth investigating and
solving, and what methods are preferred for
investigation and action.
Likewise, a paradigm
influences what we choose to attend to; what we do not
see (Maguire, 1987, p. 14).

For theories of social change,

it is increasingly

recognized that the order-equilibrium paradigm has dominated
social science,

and its underlying assumptions or

ideological position have gone mostly unexamined and
unchallenged

(Boudon,

1984).

In addition,

the scientific

authority given the order or equilibrium perspective has led
scientists and educators to view stability as given and
social change as problematic

(Warren,

1973).

The sets of

assumptions which underlie the dominant equilibrium and the
alternative conflict paradigms are used here to describe and
distinguish differences between these two points of
observation and their implications for education.

Equilibrium and Conflict Perspectives of Social Change

Equilibrium Paradigm.

Social change and related

educational change approaches included within the
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equilibrium paradigm generally present society as a system
whose interrelated and interdependent components
within what LaBelle

(1986)

interact

calls a circular boundary.

Concern is with those processes which serve to maintain the
boundary and patterns of society.

Overall orientation is

toward the status quo and emphasis is placed on social
stability

(Burrell and Morgan,

1979).

Systems are

understood from this perspective to exhibit a natural
tendency to maintain themselves by moving toward a state of
equilibrium or integration.
Despite this

inclination toward stability and balance,

systems are seen as being subject to internal stresses and
strains caused by either differences between internal
components or by disturbances from external forces.

The

system attempts to minimize these tensions and conflicts and
to preserve or regain equilibrium through internal
mechanisms of adaptation and adjustment
Thus,

(LaBelle,

1986).

the process of change is understood as a process of

tension reduction.

From within the equilibrium perspective

inequality in society is accepted as a necessary condition
to maintain normative order.

The attainment of power and

privilege is viewed as a function of motivation and
capability rather than of inherent structural
(Paulston,

inequity

1977).

The following social change theories have been
identified by Paulston

(1977)

as falling within the order or
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equilibrium paradigm: evolutionary and neo-evolutionary
theories, which view social and educational change in
Darwinian terms of progression through stages of increased
complexity and adaptability (Comte,

1896; Parsons,

1962);

structural-functionalist theories, which stress smooth,
cumulative changes (Durkheim,

1956; Malinowski,

1960); and

systems theories, which stress the greater efficiency of
interdependence and compatibility of the parts of the social
system (Bushnell and Rappaport,

Conflict Paradigm.

1971).

The view of social reality from

within the conflict paradigm differs dramatically from the
preceding image of a benign system that is self-regulating,
harmonious, and tending toward homeostasis.

Social

scientists and educators who share a conflict perspective
view society as inherently unstable and disruption as a
necessary and common attribute of a social system in which
relationships are built on power, exploitation, and
/

contradiction (Burrell and Morgan,

1979; Dahrendorf,

1959).

The conflict paradigm emphasizes the independence of
component parts of society and the importance of social
structures in influencing,
relations

(LaBelle,

if not determining,

1986; Smith,

social

1976).

Theories that cluster within the conflict paradigm have
been identified by Paulston (1977)

as: Marxist and neo-

Marxist theories, which view social change as a historical
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process resulting from revolutionary reaction to inherent
contradictions in an inequitable economic system (Marx,
1963) ; cultural revitalization and social movement theories,
which emphasize structural change through cultural and
intellectual transformation of society (Wallace,

1956); and,

anarchistic and utopian theories, which stress revolutionary
social renewal (Freire,

1970a; Illich,

1971).

These two perspectives of social change and their
primary concerns are presented in Table 1.

This scheme is

used here as a tool to better understand theories of social
change as perceived from two different and often competing
points of observation.

Maguire (1987) has pointed out that

some might rightfully argue that bipolar categorization in
itself represents a particular world view, one that is
"dichotomous and dualistic”

(p.

12).

Therefore, while

bipolarization is used throughout the literature of social
change in comparing key concerns and underlying assumptions
of the dominant and alternative views of the nature of
society and social reality, this approach warrants caution
and a recognition of its limitations.
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Table 1. Major Concerns of Equilibrium and Conflict
Perspectives of Social Change.
(Adapted from
Paulston (1977) and Maguire (1987) .

Equil ibrium

Conflict

1.

Inherent stability.

1. Inherent conflict.

2.

Incremental adjustments.

2. Radical change.

3. Maintenance of existing
social systems.

3. Transforming social
systems.

4. Greater efficiency of
current system.

4. Structural change of
current system.

5.

5. Power, exploitation,
contradiction.

Integration, order,
homeostasis.

6. Functional inequity.

6. Structural inequity.

7. Tension reduction.

7. Creation of a more just
and equitable society.

8. Adaptation.

8. Revolutionary renewal.

Implications for Education

The equilibrium paradigm has dominated thinking about
and approaches to education during this historical period of
political and economic domination with considerable social
and political costs and implications (Boudon,

1984) .

The

equilibrium perspective is the basis of traditional
education which seeks to maintain the status quo by
promoting the ideology of controlling interests and forces
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and by training individuals for roles within the system as
it currently exists and functions (Maguire,

1987).

While

educational reform recognizes that not everyone benefits
from the given structure,

it proposes a general remodeling

that tends to preserve the basic foundation of social
systems rather than challenge underlying structures
(LaBelle,

1986).

Both the traditional and reform approaches

to education fall within the equilibrium paradigm (Barndt,
1991).

Paulston (1977) has noted that neither the dominant

or alternative perspective has a monopoly on the truth, and
LaBelle (1986) has found that aspects of both may be useful
to social change education.

However, while education for

social change recognizes a range of approaches,

it claims no

neutrality, and its purpose is the fundamental restructuring
of the present systems of an unjust and inequitable society.
This places an education for social change approach
generally within the perspective of the conflict paradigm.
Given both the limitations of a bipolar categorization and
the mostly unchallenged influence of the dominant paradigm,
what remains an important challenge is to recognize and
understand the relationship between education and ideology,
and ask deeper questions of the values, beliefs, and
assumptions which underlie educational practice and their
implications for a genuinely just and democratic society.
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Education and Democracy

Democracy As a Wav of Life

Democracy and education have a strong connection in the
American tradition.

Horace Mann and others have long held

that democracy is impossible without education,

and the

converse applies equally well (Adams and Reynolds,

1981).

Boyd Bode (1939), educator and philosopher, writing at the
time of the rising influence of communism in the former
U.S.S.R. and fascism in Europe, spoke of the need for a
constant struggle to maintain democracy and a democratic
society.

Although at present democracy appears to have

outlasted these particular manifestations of two modes of
social organization and governance,

Bode's concern remained

that democracy in the U.S. had become "a symbol of a vague
humanitarianism, or a cumbersome parliamentarian procedure"
(p.

112)

rather than an expression of a way of life that is

comprehensive and distinctive.
The earliest concept of democracy in the U.S. outside
of many native American traditions of participatory and
representative governance (Evans and Boyte,

1986), was based

on the English colonial experience which engendered a deep
distrust of government and resulted in an emphasis on
individual liberty and a broad system of governmental checks
and balances (Bode,

1939).

The concept of freedom, which
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was deeply embedded in the early American tradition of
democracy,

incorporated equal opportunity and the absence of

restraint,

at least for white male landowners who held

considerable local power and influence
1986).

(Evans and Boyte,

The social order at this time was maintained less by

government interference than by social patterns,
traditions,

family

and religious beliefs.

The next period of the development of American
democracy ushered in government restraint through
regulation—of banking,
resources,

floods,

commerce,

railroads,

natural

and other concerns which crossed common

boundaries among the states.

Protection of life and private

property were added to government's role and democracy's
reach

(Dahl,

1986).

By this time,

Bode

(1939)

observed,

democracy in the U.S. was no longer perceived as an ideal to
be struggled for,

but rather as a

been previously acquired

(p.

"possession” that had

25) .

While many countries of the present period struggle for
self-determination and a democratic form of government
patterned on that of the early American experience,
Bode's

(1939)

superimposed.

it was

belief that "Genuine democracy cannot be
It is the fruit of education ...

continuous cultivation"

(p.

xi) .

For Bode,

of

this cultivation

of democracy is the primary purpose of education.

For

democracy to go beyond a form of representative government
to a guiding philosophy or frame of reference which cuts
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across all aspects of a democratic way of living,
(1939)

Bode

held that it must be "examined and reinterpreted so

as to make it adequate for the conditions of present day
life”

(p.

30).

This examination and reinterpretation of

democracy for continued application and relevancy,
Bode

(1939),

concluded

is the function of education in a democratic

society and the means whereby "democracy becomes conscious
of itself”
Bode

(p.

97).

(1939),

therefore,

like many other educators of

this period, held that education is not only an adventure in
democracy,

but one as well in faith:

The democratic program of education . . . rests on the
faith that if the reconstruction of experience goes
hand in hand with sincerity and careful self-criticism,
the basis of understanding among men (sic) will be
consciously widened.
Honest thinking generates a
deeper insight and a deeper sympathy with respect to
those who arrive at different conclusions.
Not only
so, but faith in the democratic ideal commits us to the
faith that in the long run this way of life will gain
increasingly wider acceptance, if the obstacles to the
free use of intelligence are removed.
There can be no
other outcome, unless this reliance on intelligence is
misplaced.
On this point the gods offer no guarantees.
But for democracy there is no choice.
It stands or
falls by its faith . . . (p. 113-114).
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The Purpose of Education

For social change educators like John Dewey (1916;
1964),

Eduard Lindeman (1926), George Counts

(1932), and

Joseph Hart (1926), faith in democracy and the free use of
intelligence combined to form the basis of a progressive
movement which directly linked education to social progress.
The purpose of this education, wrote Dewey in 1916 in
Democracy and Education, was "to take part in correcting
unfair privilege and unfair deprivation, not to perpetuate
them,

... by taking account of the needs of the existing

community life .

.

. and select with the intention of

improving the life we live in common”

(p.

316).

Thus the

progressive education movement, which began in the later
decades of the nineteenth century and spanned a period of
more than forty years, marked an influential period in
American history in which the reality of industrial society
called for a relevance in education that embraced
constructive social action (Lindeman,

1926).

Moral idealism, or romanticism, an idealistic view of
the nature of human beings, had captured the American
imagination in the pre-Civil War era (Adams and Reynolds,
1981). The changing conditions of rapid industrialization,
large-scale immigration, and the flowering of new thinking
such as Darwin's theory of evolution, however, gave rise to
pragmatism by the turn of the century (Adams and Reynolds,
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1981).

This view of the reality of the nature of society as

espoused by William James (1907), Dewey (1938), and others,
attempted to link romanticism and practicality, religion and
science, knowledge and action, and speculative thought and
analysis (Cross-Durrant,

1987) .

The basis of pragmatism is held to be experience.
According to Dewey,

it is reflecting on this experience,

perceiving relationships, and recognizing significance or
meaning that form the empirical basis of knowledge (CrossDurrant,

1987) . The foundation of learning is the

problematic situations which are the nature of life itself
(Dewey,

1938).

Thus "learning by doing" became the basis of

Dewey's experiential emphasis in education and inquiry its
fundamental methodology (Archambault,

1964).

Of the

significance of this vital element of progressive education,
Dewey wrote:

"It is less important that we all believe

alike than that we all alike inquire freely ..."
(Cross-Durrant,
Dewey,

1987, p. 82).

like other progressive educators of the time,

was critical of intellectual absolutes which reigned in the
romantic period and was more concerned with changing the
world than merely subjecting it to analysis (Brookfield,
1987).

Progressives therefore attempted to weld theory and

practice, develop a more encompassing view of the problems
posed by everyday life, and enlarge the American idea of
freedom beyond absence of restraint to include action to
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challenge and change the conditions of industrial
civilization.

Their idea of a "good society” was expressed

by Dewey as one in which "men (sic)

are active agents,

intelligently setting their own standards and participating
*

freely and equally in the making of their common destiny
(Frankel,

1978, p.

158).

From the progressive standpoint,

the creation of the good society within the historical
context of the degrading and dehumanizing industrial system
called for education to be a fundamental instrument of
social action.

Estimates of Human Nature

Faith in ordinary people's free use of intelligence "to
improve the life we live in common” is a dominant element of
progressive education and of the very ideal of democracy
(Evans and Boyte,

1986).

Rousseau (1963), a leader in the

romantic movement, expressed a firm faith in the innate
goodness of human beings and in the capacity of education to
contribute to the realization of a true democracy by helping
to develop human autonomy and dignity (Adams and Reynolds,
1981).

Emerson (1883), among others, projected a

romanticism based on moral idealism which identified with
the concept of the godlike nature of the human spirit and
the authority of the individual conscience (Adams and
Reynolds,

1981).

Each of these influential romantics
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embraced an intuitive, mystic,

and optimistic estimate of

human capacity and the perfectibility of human life and
social institutions.
Reinhold Niebuhr,
educator,

Christian theologian,

author,

and

forcefully challenged the uncritical idealism of

this perspective and proposed a more realistic estimate of
human nature:

Man (sic) is a creature distinguished by the radical
nature of his freedom and the radical self-corruption
of that freedom. The possibility of and necessity for
democracy are rooted in this complex reality (Harland,
1960, p. 165).

For Niebuhr the corruption of freedom is self-interest,

and

political understanding cannot be divorced from an
understanding of this aspect of human nature.
maintained that "Man's

(sic)

Therefore he

capacity for justice makes

democracy possible; but man's inclination to injustice makes
democracy necessary"
Niebuhr

(1944)

(Niebuhr,

1944, p.

xiii).

characterized those who underestimate

the power of self-interest as blind,
sentimental "children of light"

(p.

foolish,
9).

and

These democratic

idealists see naively and hold too great a reliance upon
human capacity for transcendence over self-interest.
"Children of darkness," on the other hand, hold too little;
they are subject to moral cynicism as they know no law
beyond the self

(Niebuhr,

1944,

p.

11).

The preservation of

democracy requires that the children of light be armed with
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the wisdom of the children of darkness but remain free of
their malice.

They must, Niebuhr

(1944)

asserted,

this wisdom in order that they may beguile,
and restrain self-interest,
(p.

"have

deflect,

harness

individual and collective

.

.

."

41).
While for Bode

faith,

Niebuhr

(1939)

the bedrock of democracy is

(1944), who sought democracy no less

passionately, maintained that faith must be based on
critical realism rather than naive hope.
share Niebuhr's

(1944)

Both perspectives

conviction that merely avowing

democratic ideals will not create and maintain democracy.
As the contemporary educator Paulo Freire

(1970a)

observed,

neither will avowing humane ideals create and maintain
humanity,

for it is only through action—through struggling

to develop a just and democratic society and thus claim our
humanity—that we gain it.

This estimate of the nature of

human beings as active forces in our own destiny combines
faith in human beings' ability to make changes with an
understanding of change's radical necessity.

Popular Education

A day after the February 1990 elections in Nicaragua,
Fernando Cardenal visited the small community of Villa
Carlos Fonseca, where he had been asked to speak at a
community meeting to raise the spirits of Sandinista
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supporters who were feeling demoralized by the election loss
to UNO,

the conservative opposition party.

Barndt

(1991)

reported on this experience:

A crowd of some two hundred people showed up expecting
a speech from the Minister of Education.
Instead,
Cardenal began by asking the people who had gathered a
few questions: "Who was the winner of these elections?
Who did we lose these elections to?"
"Violeta!" one resident shouted.
"The UNO!" offered another.
"Imperialism!" a third supporter suggested.
Cardenal pursued this line of discussion with more
questions:
"What does this last person mean? How has
imperialism contributed to this loss? What instruments
have been used against us?"
There was a growing chorus of responses: "Boycotts!"
"The contra war!" "They wouldn't give us loans!" "The
international press!" "Money was given to UNO
supporters!" "Religion has been used to manipulate us!"
The meeting continued:
a dialogue between the minister
and two hundred Sandinista supporters who were
struggling to come to terms with electoral defeat.
Later, Fernando Cardenal had his own explanation of
this exchange:
"These people didn't need to be told what had happened.
They knew all the factors that fed this defeat because
they had lived through them.
They just needed help in
organizing what they knew, in putting it together so
they could understand more deeply" (p. 163).

General Framework

Popular education is both a theory and practice of
social action

(Vio Grossi,

1981).

It is education that

serves the interests of exploited sectors of society—those
who are often poor,

voiceless,
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and have little power and

control over their own lives within the current and
prevailing order.

As such it makes a clear stand in support

of the hopes and aspirations of those who make up the vast
majority of the world's population

(Barndt,

1991).

Popular education began mostly in Third World countries
in reaction to centuries of colonial domination,
exploitation,

dependency,

and passivity.

It has become

recognized worldwide through the practice and writings of
such educators as Julius Nyerere
Fals-Borda

(1990)

(1973)

in Tanzania,

in Columbia, A.T. Ariyaratne

Lanka,

Fernando Cardenal

Tandon

(1981)

in India,

(Barndt,

1991)

and Paulo Freire

Orlando

(1980)

in Sri

in Nicaragua,

Rajesh

(1970a)

in Brazil,

among many others.
As made available during the last two decades to
English speaking educators through the translated works of
Paulo Freire

(1970a,

1970b,

1976,

1981),

popular or people's

education has been tied to the practice of freedom,
liberation from subjugation,
Freedom for Freire,
ideal or a myth,

control,

to

and domination.

as for popular education,

is not an

but rather an indispensable condition of

the quest for human completion

(Freire,

1970a,

1976).

The

purpose of popular education in the post-colonial situation
of many Third World countries,

and in the historical

struggle for greater democratization and self-determination,
is to stand against injustice by contributing to the
development of full and democratic participation by active
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citizens who can change the reality of inequality,
marginalization,

and dehumanization

(Freire,

1970a,

1983).

Common Characteristics

As illustrated by the description of Fernando Cardenal
above,

popular education is concerned with people's capacity

to understand the world in order to change it.

It begins

with people's concrete experience which is subjected to
collective reflection and analysis.

As people get to know

themselves and their political and economic reality,
become more critical thinkers,
and change their situation

they

and act together to challenge

(Arnold et al.,

popular education is an evolving process,

1986).

While

there are several

common characteristics that are generally shared among those
who describe their theory and practice of social action as
popular education.

1.
1992).

Popular education is political education

(Acevedo,

It is committed to the popular sectors of society

whose historical position has been one of cultural and
political subjugation.

Its purpose is to participate in an

alternative process that directly links issues of power and
education as a means toward liberating people from
oppressive systems and social structures of society while
helping people redraw those systems and structures to
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improve their lives and create a more just and democratic
society.

Popular education begins with people's concrete

2.

experience.

It works within the actual reality and every¬

day life of popular sectors.

In this way it also promotes

popular knowledge and the recovery of people's traditions,
customs,

language,

and cultural expression.

However,

as the

dominant society exerts ideological control through
knowledge and cultural imposition,

popular education is

careful not to reinforce that domination by developing a
critical ability by which people can distinguish liberating
forces from ones that are dominating

3.
1970a).

(Vio Grossi,

Popular education is critical education

1981).

(Freire,

It seeks to unmask the existing order by

identifying and questioning the underlying structural and
historical basis of problems and linking local experiences
to broader systems and processes.
The method of developing critical thinking or
consciousness through popular eduction is a dialectical one
(based on the clashing of ideas to resolve them at a higher
level)

which links reflection and action.

education starts with people's experiences

This process of
(action),

helps

people analyze those experiences to develop a more critical
understanding

(reflection),

and results in people's
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collective strategic action to change their situation
(action)

(Barndt,

1991).

This on-going process describes a

progressive awakening or conscientization which lies at the
foundation of human emancipation

4.

(Freire,

Popular education is active.

1970a).

Popular education is

directed toward action based on the process of action and
reflection,

or praxis.

This term identifies a type of

action that makes possible the transformation of reality and
results in fundamental change in the organization of society
(Vio Grossi,

5.

1981).

Popular education is participatory and democratic

(Acevedo,

1992).

Popular education avoids manipulation and

is horizontal in design and structure.

It upholds the

belief that people can create their own forms of education
and is based on peoples's full participation.

In this way

popular education attempts to be consistent with the society
it is seeking to create by infusing education with
democratic practices.

6. Popular education is a collective effort of learning
and acting.

In this cooperative process

and everyone teaches,

everyone learns

knowledge is created,

experiences are analyzed,
rather than individually

common

and action is taken collectively
(Arnold and Burke,
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1983).

7.

Popular education is a dynamic process.

It

functions within a constantly changing situation and
develops in accordance with the particular context of
historical and political forces in which it takes place
(Barndt,

8.

1991).

Lastly,

popular education supports social movements

through popular organizations.

Through the formation of

popular groups and the strengthening of existing popular
organizations,

popular education contributes to authentic

social movements

(Rahman,

1991).

Knowledge and Power

Wavs of Knowing

As the equilibrium paradigm has dominated ways of
thinking about and acting on the nature of society,
positivism—the belief that reality is objective or
independent of the observer and can be easily observed and
measured—has long dominated methods of inquiry and
knowledge creation

(Fay,

1975).

The pervasiveness and often

unquestioned acceptance of this approach to social
investigation has led many social scientists and educators
to regard positivism as the only legitimate way to create
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knowledge

(Maguire,

1987).

Critics of the dominant research

paradigm point to the myth of value-free social science and
inquiry,

question the use to which "objective” knowledge is

used to maintain prevailing social systems and structures,
and call for the active involvement of alternate knowledge
creation methods in social change efforts
Hall,

1981; Tandon,

1980).

(Fals-Borda,

1984;

For social change educators,

an

unjust social system is not only related to political and
economic domination,

but also to control over the means of

knowledge production

(Rahman,

1991).

One form of control

reinforces the other in augmenting and perpetuating an
inequitable situation.
An alternative form of inquiry or research paradigm
acknowledges the degree of subjectivity inherent in all
forms of knowledge and inquiry systems,
forms of knowing,

encourages many

and supports the production of knowledge

for emancipatory interests

(Maguire,

1987).

This method,

which has developed during the last twenty to thirty years
as a genuine invention of ordinary people
1984),

(Fals-Borda,

has drawn a large network of educators from around

the world and is popularly described as participatory
research.
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Purpose and Content of Participatory Research

Participatory research is an integrated process of
investigation,

analysis,

and action which mobilizes people

for their collective creation of new knowledge about
themselves and their own reality in an effort to change that
reality fundamentally

(Hall,

1981; Rahman,

1991).

The over¬

riding purpose of participatory research is the acquisition
of knowledge.

Knowledge gained through this process goes

beyond improving the lives of those involved to
counteracting mechanisms of domination and exploitation
(Tandon,

1981).

The process through which this effort is

directed is one of returning to grassroots sectors the
legitimacy of the knowledge they are capable of producing
and a right to use this knowledge,
a guide to their own action

as well as any other,

(Fals-Borda,

as

1991).

As a method of social investigation,

participatory

research involves participation of oppressed and ordinary
people in problem-posing and solving.

It is an educational

process for the researcher and participants who analyze the
structural causes of problems through collective discussion
and interaction

(Maguire,

1987).

Maguire

(1987)

the unfolding of the collective investigation,

describes

analysis,

and

action process:
The investigative component begins with collective
problem-posing.
Ideally, a community group, working
with a researcher, names existing problems which they
want to eliminate or change.
These existing community
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problems become the basis for research.
Together they
try to understand why and how the problem exists . . .
By looking at the whys and hows of the problem, the
group investigates the concrete and complex social
reality in which they live but may not understand
thoroughly (p. 36).

The analytical component of participatory research is
one in which people learn to collect,

analyze,

information about their problem or situation.

and utilize
Through this

process people learn to develop a critical understanding of
social problems,

their underlying causes,

for acting to change them (Maguire,

and possibilities

1987).

Having identified and analyzed the complex social
reality in which they live, people collectively decide how
to apply their critical understanding and what form of
action that might or might not take.
central to participatory research,

As shared power is

the power and control of

decision making and taking resides in the hands of the
participants

(Maguire,

1987).

Characteristics of Participatory Research.
concept,

approach,

The

and methodology of participatory research

as it has evolved over the past three decades has several
common characteristics.
Rahman

(1991),

Tandon

These have been identified by

(1981) ,

and others as follows:
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1. Participatory research is a process of knowing and
acting.

Knowledge for the sake of knowing alone is de-

emphasized.

Knowledge is linked to direct action.

2. The process of participatory research is initiated
in the context of the actual reality which marginalized
and voiceless people seek to alter.

Therefore, an

existing problem provides the initial motivation.

3. Degree and level of participation of people in the
process of investigation, analysis, and action varies
considerably.

While participation is a central

objective, reality suggests that this is a slow process
that is often culturally and situationally influenced.

4. Control of the participatory process resides with
the people in the situation.

When initial motivation

is external to the situation, power and control over
the process of knowing and acting must shift to those
directly affected.

5. The process of participatory research is collective
in nature.

It requires that groups of people engage

together in investigating, analyzing, and acting upon
the collectively identified problem.

This leads to the

development of self-reliant grassroots groups and
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organizations which represent people's genuine
interests.

6.

Lastly,

the process of participatory research is an

educative experience for all those engaged in it.
educators,

researchers,

The

and people in the situation

become more aware and knowledgeable through their
engagement.

They become more knowledgeable about

methods of knowing,

analysis,

and possible ways to make

changes.

Participatory research has taken place with landless
laborers in Chile,

Peru,

Botswana,

Tanzania,

Columbia,

and

India; union workers in Norway; native people and immigrant
women in Canada; urban blacks and industrial workers in the
U.S.;

and women, minorities, workers,

the world.

and the poor around

This process, which is still developing and

defining itself,

can be observed in the following specific

examples:

* In Niagara Falls, New York,

people's health surveys

have provided a systematization of people's own
experiences with and knowledge of environmental
problems. The power of this approach as a mobilizing
and knowledge production tool has been seen in reaction
to the contamination of the Love Canal, where the
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documentation and analysis of significant health
problems by "housewife researchers” led to legislation
to clean up toxic waste dumps in the U.S.

(Gaventa,

1991).

* In Botswana rural development research has been used
to assess the appropriateness of new technologies in
economic development programs.

The Rural Industries

Innovation Centre trained teams of field workers to
interview members of village development committees
about rural problems.

The interview format was

designed to engage participants in examining the causes
of their situation and identify possible solutions.
The involvement of participants in the assessment of
the suitability of each proposed technology—its raw
materials,

design, usefulness,

cost and acceptability—

was the first step in a process of villagers planning
their own development

(Participatory Research Network,

1982) .

* In many cases citizens have learned to research the
power structures of their communities through gaining
access to records about property ownership,
finance,

industry tax payments,

and political relationships.

company

and related economic

The Appalachian Regional

Land Ownership Task Force study of land ownership
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patterns involved citizen groups

in the survey of

eighty counties in six Appalachian states

in the U.S.

The study documented the relationship between land
ownership patterns and employment,
housing,

environment,

and

and revealed a 60-90% absentee corporate

ownership rate of land and mineral rights that were
greatly under-assessed for property tax purposes
(Gaventa and Horton,

1981).

* The strength and vitality as well as needs of

local

villages and communities in Nicaragua have been
documented by community members as a means of building
community solidarity and awareness and providing for
needed development and assistance.
photographs,

drawings,

Villagers used

and simple survey forms to

assess the resources of the community and determine the
health and education needs of its members as part of a
national effort to plan for the provision of post¬
revolutionary community-based programs and services
(Malonis,

*

1987).

In Bangladesh economic development training and

action programs have been instituted through non¬
government agencies to build local organizations to
increase income generation and address economic and
social

inequities.

The Proshika approach to
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development worked with villagers to analyze their
economic status,

organize groups with common

characteristics,

build a joint saving fund,

take on

income-generating projects with these funds,
problems,

discuss

and identify common action for solving them.

Proshika groups have numbered 4,000 and have federated
into intergroup organizations which have become strong
countervailing forces for poor and marginal economic
interests at the local level

(Rahman,

1985).

These examples have taken place in a variety of
political,

social,

economic,

and cultural environments.

Each participatory research effort has encountered obstacles
to accomplishing both short and long-term goals.

"This is

not surprising," wrote members of the Participatory Research
Network

(1982):

The shift from investigation and learning to successful
social action, and from small-scale social change to
major structural change, are the hardest to make.
This
is the reality of social change (p. 43).

The Democratization of Knowledge

The over-riding purpose of research is knowledge.
Traditionally,

knowledge generation has been an on-going

process of experiencing, understanding,
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utilizing,

and

disseminating what has been called "popular knowledge.”
the information age,
indicated,

as Tandon

(1981)

In

and others have

knowledge production has become the domain of

experts.

With modern sciences, beginning with natural sciences
and leading to social sciences, knowledge has become a
commodity. . . .
The production of knowledge has
become a specialized profession and only those trained
in that profession can legitimately produce it.
Large
institutions of research and training have developed as
factories to produce knowledge and knowledge-producers.
National and international networks of knowledgeproducers and consumers have been erected.
Transfer of
knowledge has entered the international market and
provides the greatest economic and political leverage
to those advanced in this business. . . .
These
developments have made knowledge the single most
important basis of power and control.
As a result,
ordinary people are not considered either knowledgeable
or capable of knowing (p. 23) .

Given this situation, knowledge and power are at the
core of the issue of participatory research

(Maguire,

1987).

Participatory research redefines the purpose of knowledge
creation,

utilization,

and dissemination as returning power

to ordinary people to counter trends of oppression and
exploitation.

It challenges the way knowledge is produced

by conventional social science research methods,

the

relationship between researcher and those researched,
the educational,

social,

and

and cultural institutions that

dominate its generation and dissemination.
Participatory research assumes that ordinary people,
provided with the means and opportunities,
turning "common sense" to

"good sense"
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are capable of

(Gramsci,

as quoted

in Fals-Borda,

1991, p.

9); that through reflection and

analysis people can produce a more critical understanding of
a given reality—the basis of knowledge—and create power to
change that reality

(Maguire,

1987).

The basis of the need for a democratization of
knowledge is the concern that domination of ordinary people
is rooted not only in political and economic control,
also in power over the means of knowledge production.

but
The

gap between those who have power over the process of
knowledge generation and those who do not, Rahman
argued,

has

"has reached dimensions no less formidable than the

gap in access to the means of physical production"
To address these power imbalances simultaneously,
(1991)

(1991)

(p.

14).

Gaventa

has called for popular participation and the creation

of a genuine knowledge democracy:
In recent years there has been much debate about the
need for an economic democracy, which suggests that the
control and concentration of economic production in the
hands of a few must be altered if we are to realize a
real political democracy.
The concentration of
dominating knowledge in the hands of a few and the
power to proclaim it as "official" is also producing
new debates about what constitutes genuine democracy in
a knowledge society. ...
It is not enough simply to
democratize access to existing information.
Rather,
fundamental questions must be raised about what
knowledge is produced, by whom, for whose interest, and
toward what end (p. 131).
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Summary

This chapter has presented the representative
literature of education for social change, which indicates
that rather than a fully developed theory and practice this
alternative approach to traditional education is an evolving
process.

Three threads—education and democracy,

education,

popular

and knowledge and power—provide the conceptual

foundation of this form of social theory and practice.
Two social change paradigms,

equilibrium and conflict,

run through the literature of education for social change as
a means to explain and predict social systems and relations.
While there is considerable debate about the validity of
these points of observation,

education for social change is

strongly identified with the conflict orientation while
containing elements of both perspectives

(Jarvis,

1987).

is now commonplace to recognize that paradigms exist,

It

but it

is increasingly necessary to acknowledge that the
equilibrium paradigm of social change dominates social
'*

science thinking with far-reaching social and political
consequences

(Maguire,

1987).

Therefore education for

social change challenges positivistic claims of neutrality
and objectivity and seeks to clarify the beliefs,

values,

and attitudes which underlie the equilibrium world view and
its powerful and pervasive ideological basis.
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Education for social change is a reaction to the
historical reality of domination and exploitation.
it is tied to the practice of freedom,
democratization of society,

As such

to the struggle for

and to the full participation of

citizens in confronting and changing their reality.

Toward

this end education for social change takes a firm stand in
support of the hopes and ambitions of those who benefit
least from society's current systems and structures and yet
who exist in such numbers as to make up the majority of the
world's population.

What is at issue for education for

social change is power and control.

Thus it links education

to returning to ordinary people determination over their own
lives—the essence of democracy.
The basis of education for social change is the belief
that people can defend their real interests through
investigation of themselves and their own reality,
reflection and analysis,
1).

and collective action

critical

(See Figure

This process takes many forms including participatory

research,

community self-help and reliance,

and popular

education toward radical social transformation.
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ACTION

Figure 1.

INVESTIGATION

Education for Social Change:
A Process of
Collective Investigation, Analysis, and Action.

Though significant alteration of unjust and inequitable
social systems and structures is at best a slow and
difficult achievement,

education for social change is a

search for advancing the possibility.
many obstacles,

limits,

As a practice it has

and contradictions,

it is difficult and unfinished

(Horton,

and as a process

1991).

As such,

education for social change is not a sufficient condition
for fundamental social transformation.
recognized as necessary.
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It is,

however,

CHAPTER 3
HIGHLANDER CENTER EDUCATION FOR SOCIAL CHANGE:
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study has been to develop a better
understanding of education for social change through
examining the case of Highlander Center and its efforts to
create greater economic democracy and a more just and
democratic society.
(1)

This chapter presents and describes:

a rationale for a qualitative research and case study

approach to this inquiry;
participants;

(3)

(2)

the identification of research

the methods employed in the data

collection process including open-ended,
participant observation,
analysis; and
analyzing,

(4)

in-depth interview,

site observation,

and document

the process undertaken in organizing,

and ensuring the trustworthiness of the data.

Research Approach

Qualitative Research

Traditional research is based on the assumption that
there is a single objective reality that can be observed,
known,
Patton,

and measured
1980).

(Bogdan and Biklen,

In contrast, Merriam
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1982; Merriam,

(1988)

has stated.

1988;

The world is not an objective thing out there but a
function of personal interaction and perception.
It is
a highly subjective phenomenon in need of interpreting
rather than measuring.
Beliefs rather than facts form
the basis of perception.
Research is exploratory,
inductive, and emphasizes processes rather than ends
. . . One does not manipulate variables or administer a
treatment. What one does do is observe, intuit, and
sense what is occurring in a natural setting . . .
(p. 17).

Based on my interest in conducting research on
Highlander Center education for social change that would be
exploratory and descriptive,

I chose a qualitative research

methodology to provide a "thick description"
as quoted in Merriam,

1988)

(Geertz,

1973,

that goes beyond reporting to

include the depth and detail of research participants'
perceptions and experiences.

In addition,

qualitative

research provided the most appropriate design in enabling me
to observe,

intuit,

and sense the phenomenon of education

for social change at Highlander Center as well as to
discover and interpret its meaning and importance
and Rossman,

(Marshall

1989).

Case Study

A qualitative case study is a detailed,

intensive,

holistic description and analysis of a single subject,
setting or "instance" such as a program,
person,
Merriam,

process,
1988).

or social group

institution,

(Bogdan and Biklen,

1982;

The interest of a case study is in process
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rather than outcomes,
variable,
1988) .

in context rather than a specific

in discovery rather than confirmation (Merriam,

Therefore, to gain a better understanding of the

"instance” of education for social change as it is practiced
at Highlander Center, I chose a qualitative case study as an
effective research method.

Identification of the Research Site

Highlander Center is a particularly useful case study
choice (Patton,

1980)

for the purpose of this research.

It

was chosen as the research site for this study for its
uniqueness in three relevant areas.

First, Highlander has

been a leader and pioneer in American education for social
change for over sixty years.

During this period it has

established a substantial record of success in working with
ordinary people to create fundamental social change through
educational means.

Second, Highlander is widely recognized

and acknowledged by popular educators throughout the world.
Yet,

it remains little known and poorly understood by more

traditional educators in Appalachia and the U.S.

Third,

Highlander has not only had a long and distinguished
history, but remains a vital institution and strong example
of education for social change among a very small group of
educational centers of this kind in the world.

In addition.

Highlander Center was the most accessible for this research
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among such centers as,
Brazil,

Nicaragua,

Sue Thrasher,

for example,

those in Sri Lanka,

and Tanzania.
a former Highlander staff member and

fellow University of Massachusetts graduate student,
provided me with initial access to the research site.

Sue

first introduced me to Highlander in 1986 through a
University of Massachusetts community education graduate
course in which she was a member,

and to Myles Horton in

1987 through a University of Massachusetts graduate seminar
on alternative education approaches in which Myles was a
guest speaker.

In the Spring of 1991 I submitted a brief

outline of the proposed research which was subsequently
approved by John Gaventa, Highlander Center director,
Highlander staff.

and by

I subsequently visited Highlander for ten

days in September of 1991 and returned to conduct the
research for fifteen days in February of 1992.

Identification of Research Participants

I selected four Highlander staff members and four
Highlander program participants to be interviewed for this
study.

They included members of Highlander's economic,

environmental,

and cultural programs; people of color;

people with extensive Highlander education experience;

and

people whose voices are rarely heard in traditional research
methods.

My choice of these individuals was based on their
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representative experience with Highlander Center's social
change education (Marshall and Rossman,

1989).

Each

research participant had been recommended by Highlander
staff, by program participants, or had been identified in
the Highlander literature as having valuable experiences in
education for social change.

This is a small, purposeful

sample chosen for the richness of information they were
likely to provide to the research (Patton,

1980).

During my first visit to Highlander in September 1991,
I identified six potential research participants.

These

individuals were later contacted by phone and sent a follow¬
up letter to fully explain the research and formally request
their consent to participate (Appendix B).

All six

potential participants agreed to be interviewed, and times
were arranged for this to take place during February 1992,
the second period of research at Highlander.

Two additional

participants were identified during this second visit and
agreed to participate in the study at that point.

One

participant, Maxine Waller, was interviewed by phone as
illness prevented her from being available as planned during
the period of time I visited Ivanhoe, Virginia.

In

addition, an interview with Cora Tucker, which was started
at Highlander, was completed by phone, as she was
unexpectedly called away during the final days of the
research.
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A short profile of the participants,
declined anonymity in the study,

each of whom

provide a fuller

understanding of the individuals behind the voices of the
research findings.

Candie Caravan has been associated with Highlander
Center since 1961 when she was an exchange student at Fisk
College and became the first white woman arrested for her
involvement in student sit-in activities in Knoxville,
Tennessee.

While Candie currently coordinates the

residential education program and works closely with the
Southern and Appalachian Leadership Training
youth leadership programs,

(SALT)

she and her husband,

and

Guy Carawan,

have been cultural workers at Highlander for over thirty
years.

Together they have published a dozen documentary

recordings and four books about the music and culture of the
South and Appalachia,

including Been in the Storm So Long.

Ain't You Got a Right to the Tree of Life?,

and Sing for

Freedom.

John Gaventa is the current director of Highlander
Center and has been with the school since 1976.
wife,

Juliet Merrifield,

He and his

launched the school's innovative

library and research program.
research their own problems,

Designed to help people
this program laid the
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groundwork for John's influential book,
Powerlessness:
Valiev

(1980).

Power and

Quiescence and Rebellion in an Appalachian
Although John has roots seven generations

deep in East Tennessee, he grew up in Nigeria in a medical
missionary family.

John has been both a Rhodes Scholar and

MacArthur Fellow and holds a part-time appointment in
sociology at the University of Tennessee.

Helen Mathews Lewis started working at Highlander in
1977 when her work was largely focused in West Virginia
coalfields.

As a long-time Highlander staff member and

circuit-riding educator,

she has worked with communities

throughout Appalachia to develop programs in community-based
education and economics.

Helen currently coordinates both

Highlander's economics education and the Myles and Zilphia
Horton Chair programs.
lecturer,
Appalshop,

Helen is a sociologist, writer,

and filmmaker,
Berea College,

and has worked in Appalachia with
and Empire Community College.

Maxine Waller and other native Appalachians regard Helen as
the "Grandmother of Appalachia" in recognition of her work
in its behalf.

Kenny Rosenbalm is a folk artist and self-taught
musician who has been an artist in residence at Highlander.
He came to Highlander initially through his work in Cannon
Creek,

Kentucky, where he fought against mountain strip
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mining.

He continues these efforts in support of grassroots

groups throughout the region.

Kenny is the son of a coal

miner and writes and sings about the destruction of
Appalachia by distant corporate interests and about the
i

lives and issues of mountain people.

He has participated in

Highlander workshops as a popular environmental activist and
musician.

Cora Tucker is an African American community activist
from Halifax, Virginia,
Horton Chair-holder,

and the fourth Myles and Zilphia

a distinction created by Highlander to

honor and promote education for social change workers and
educators.

Cora is Chairwoman of the Board of Grassroots

Leadership and has worked with the National Black Women's
Coalition,

National Toxics Campaign,

Better America.

and Citizens for a

She ran for governor of Virginia in 1988

and has worked steadfastly for employment of blacks and
women in local,

state,

and federal governments.

She is a

board member of Harvard University and a former Bannerman
Institute Fellow.

Nancy Robinson is the current director of housing and
former executive director of the Dungannon Development
Commission in Dungannon, Virginia.

Nancy left southwest

Virginia as a young woman to find work and raise her family
in the Ohio Valley.

During this period she became the first
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female punch press operator and tool and die maker in her
factory.

When laid off from Caterpillar Tractor Company,

Nancy returned to Dungannon where she has been a strong
advocate for local economic development and the needs of
small rural communities.

Nancy has worked closely with

Highlander in its economic education program and through her
alternative economic development efforts.

Maxine Waller is a native Appalachian who was born and
raised in Virginia's Locust Hill mining camp.

She is the

energetic leader of the Ivanhoe Civic League in Ivanhoe,
Virginia,

and

has worked effectively for the past seven

years to revitalize the abandoned mining community and give
Ivanhoe a voice in deciding its own future.

In 1988 Maxine

received her GED certificate from the Civic League's
education program.

In 1989 she was awarded the Gamaliel

Chair in Peace and Justice at the University of Wisconsin.
Maxine has a clarity of understanding and expression that
has made her a powerful spokesperson for community
interests.

She has worked with Highlander as a SALT intern,

through the Ivanhoe History Project,

and through economic

development issues and initiatives.

Larry Wilson has been Highlander Center's Environmental
Program Coordinator since 1985.

He first came to Highlander

as a program participant while he and his wife,
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Sheila, were

working to stop a tannery from poisoning Yellow Creek and
their community's water supply.

Larry and Sheila have

continued to work with Yellow Creek Concerned Citizens for
thirteen years.

During this period they were nearly killed

when someone shot into their truck and again later when
someone cut their brake lines.

Larry was honored as a

”Hero” for this struggle in 1988 by Mother Jones magazine.
In 1992 he led the Highlander delegation to the Global
Forum,

an international gathering of grassroots

environmental organizations, which was held during the
United Nations sponsored Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro.

Data Collection

Primary Methods

Open-ended.
discovery,

In-depth Interview.

insight,

Research focused on

and understanding from the perspectives

of those being studied has been identified by Merriam
as offering ”...

(1988)

the greatest promise of making a

significant contribution to the knowledge base and practice
of education”

(p.

3).

Therefore,

one of the primary data

collection methods I used in this study was an open-ended,
in-depth interview, which I chose to allow me to access
information that could not be observed directly
1983) ,

(Patton,

and to provide a means for participants to express
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their perspectives and experiences in their own voices
(Taylor and Bogdan,
In addition,
(1989),

1984).

as suggested by Marshall and Rossman

the use of in-depth interviewing allowed for face-

to-face encounter with research participants,

provided an

opportunity to obtain large amounts of conceptual data
quickly,

and facilitated the uncovering of the subjective

side of the research participants' perspectives.
To accommodate participant's schedules,

I conducted

interviews both at Highlander Center and in communities
where research participants lived and worked.
were loosely structured,
and-a-half to two hours.

interactive,

Interviews

and lasted from one-

Conversation was focused by the

use of an interview guide which consisted of the four
primary research questions which guided the study and six
subquestions related to the phenomenon of education for
social change at Highlander Center
1980)

(Appendix C).

(Merriam,

1988; Patton,

I initially developed questions for the

interview based on the literature of education for social
change and from perceptions of Highlander which emerged
during the initial 1991 site visit.

These were refined

through a pilot testing of potential interview questions
with a Highlander staff member during preparation of the
dissertation proposal and again during the 1992 stay at the
site.

While the guide helped to ensure a systematic

approach to each interview,

I sought to provide for
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flexibility in questioning to allow for exploration of areas
of relevant interest as they emerged from the interview
process

(Patton,

1980).

Participant Observation.

To prevent distortion in data

that may have happened from interviews alone,

I employed

participant observation as an additional primary data
collection method

(Patton,

1980).

Participant observation

allows the researcher to see things first-hand rather than
rely upon once-removed accounts

(Merriam,

1988).

This data

collection methodology provided me with an opportunity to
hear,

see,

and begin to experience the reality of Highlander

education through firsthand involvement
Rossman,

1989).

(Marshall and

During the second visit to Highlander I

attended two weekend workshops for grassroots groups and
Appalachian leaders—the Southern and Appalachian Leadership
Training

(SALT)

Program and the Environmental and Economic

Intern Program (EEP).

Approximately twenty to twenty-five

people from eight states in the region attended these twoand-a-half day,
SALT group,

residential, weekend workshops.

For the

this particular training was the last of five in

a year-long cycle of grassroots leadership development
workshops that took place at Highlander and in communities
where SALT leaders are active.

The EEP program was the

second in a similar year-long cycle of five to six weekend
workshops for members of grassroots environmental and
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economic groups.

Highlander staff and program participants

recommended these training workshops as typical or
representative examples of how Highlander works with
individual leaders and members of grassroots groups.

Secondary Methods

Patton

(1980)

has noted that multiple forms of data

collection provide the most comprehensive picture of the
phenomenon being explored.

Therefore,

primary data collection methods above,

in addition to the
I utilized site

observations and document analysis methods to provide the
fullest possible depth and richness to the study.

Site Observation.

Marshall and Rossman

(1989)

have

identified qualitative research as a flexible process that
allows for research directions to emerge from an open-ended
and on-going research process.

While I was at Highlander

opportunities arose for me to travel to program sites that
had not been anticipated.

As a result,

I was able to visit

four sites in the Appalachian region where Highlander
program participants are actively working in local community
issues and efforts.

These included:

Middlesboro,

location of the Yellow Creek Concerned Citizens'

Kentucky,

effort to

stop poisoning of the community water supply by tannery
effluent; the Dungannon Development Commission and the
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Ivanhoe Civic League,

both southwest Virginia sites of long-

range community-based economic development efforts;
Cherokee,

North Carolina,

and

home of a Cherokee SALT intern who

is involved in family violence education and services.
In addition,

I made general site observations related

to Highlander while attending and participating in the
following activities:

cultural exchanges

(spontaneous folk

and gospel music sing-alongs and a planned traditional
Choctaw music and dance demonstration); a reception for the
Knoxville-based Appalachian Community Fund:
government public hearing on strip mining;

a federal
a visit to a coal

company town and strip mining site in Dante, Virginia; a
Highlander staff meeting on organizational multiculturalism;
and numerous informal dinners,

Document Analysis.
provided important data,

conversations,

and exchanges.

While interviews and observations
I also used document analysis as a

source of information produced independently of the
interview,

participant observation,

processes as suggested by Webb
1988) .

and site observation

(1981,

as quoted in Merriam,

A vast array of written materials,

artifacts,

photos,

and archival audio and video tapes,

which were

available in Highlander's Harry Lasker Library and Research
Center,

provided a rich source of additional data on

Highlander's education for social change history,
philosophy,

and practice.

Many of the written works of
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participants,

articles about participants'

activities,

and

written proceedings of Highlander workshops and trainings
supplemented interview notes and observations.

In addition,

the songs of Kenny Rosenbalm, which he sang and allowed me
to record during informal gatherings at the EEP weekend
workshop, provided a significant addendum to his interview
data.

Data Analysis

Marshall and Rossman

(1989)

have described data

analysis as a systematic method of bringing order,
structure,

and meaning to the mass of collected data.

The

approach to data analysis followed in this study is
suggested by Marshall and Rossman
Patton

(1980),

categories,

and others,

themes,

(1989), Merriam

and emphasizes generating

and patterns.

Three phases of data

analysis were undertaken in the study:
data;
3)

2)

(1988),

generating categories, themes,

1)

organizing the

and patterns;

and

data interpretation.

Organizing the Data

To make sense of the mass of data generated by the
research,

I engaged in an on-going,

inductive,

and

interactive process of data management and analysis which
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began during data collection
Merriam,

1988).

(Marshall and Rossman,

1989;

During the process of gathering data at

Highlander Center,

I reviewed interview and observation

notes, made additions and clarifications as needed,

and kept

a personal journal to record the research process as well as
ideas,

related thoughts,

and general observations.

returning from the second and final site visit,

After

I

established a case study data base organized by persons
interviewed, workshops attended, places visited,
documents collected

(Goetz and LeCompte,

For each research participant,

1984).

I created a separate

file to hold copies of all correspondence,
interview notes,

related articles,

written documents.

and

consent form,

newspaper clippings,

and

I assembled similar files for the SALT

and EEP weekend training workshops.
participant observation notes,

These files held

training handouts,

and

related workshop documents.
Duplicate copies were made of the audio-taped
interviews.

As each tape was transcribed I placed a copy of

the tape and written transcript in each research
participant's file and sent an additional copy of the
transcript to the person interviewed for review and comment.
Several research participants sent back corrections and
clarifications.

Audio problems on the Helen Lewis tape

rendered the written transcript less than adequate.
result,

As a

I relied heavily on extensive interview notes which
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I had taken at the time as well as on related books and
articles written by the participant.

I used third and

fourth copies of each transcript to mark and cut in the data
analysis process.

The original was kept separate as a back¬

up to the interview tape and to the transcriber's computer
disk record of the transcript.
During the period of time in which the transcriber
completed written transcripts of the original interview
audio tapes,

I reread the dissertation proposal and began to

familiarize myself with the data of the study by listening
to copies of the interview tapes.
as recommended by Holliday

These listening periods,

(1992), provided an opportunity

to re-encounter each person's thoughts and experiences and
to further distinguish participants' unique and valuable
voices.
At this point in the data organization phase I met with
the dissertation committee to discuss the results of the
data collection and organization process and to explore
possible directions for managing,

analyzing,

and

interpreting the data.

Generating Categories,

Patton
categories,

(1980)
themes,

Themes,

and Patterns

has described the process of uncovering
and patterns as a creative endeavor

"that requires making carefully considered judgments about
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what is really significant and meaningful in the data"
(p.

313).

The process of determining this significance was

aided by what Glesne and Peshkin

(1992)

call "entering the

code mines"—classifying and categorizing the data by
progressively sorting and defining all data applicable to
the research purpose

(p.

132).

After the initial organization of the data,
the case study data base,
tapes,

creation of

and listening to the interview

I read each transcript and all related data for

general content.

Using a preliminary coding process

identified by Goetz and LeCompte
conversation with the data"

(p.

(1984)
190),

researcher notes and write comments,

as "holding a

I began to make
observations,

and

questions in the margins of all transcripts, written
materials,

and documents.

rudimentary examination,

Upon completion of this
I developed a running list of major

ideas that appeared to cut across the data.

These ideas

became a primitive system of five categories or themes and
provided an initial framework for focusing the analysis.
During multiple rereadings,

I carefully coded the data

according to the five preliminary themes generated from the
process above.

These closely followed the guiding questions

of the research and included:
Appalachia,

(2)

(1)

the economic problem in

forces that aid social change toward greater

economic democracy,

(3)

forces that constrain social change

toward greater economic democracy,
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(4)

principles and

components of Highlander Center education for social change,
and,

(5)

the part education for social change plays

in the

process of creating a society that is more democratic and
just.

At this point in the data analysis I prepared a

summary of the major ideas within each category and created
a separate file for each of the five central themes of the
research

(Glesne and Peshkin,

1992).

Using these themes as five organizing categories,

I cut

up observation notes and each person's transcript by themes
and pasted the data on five sets of index cards

identified

by observation site or transcript name and page.

Once all

coded data were assigned to the five major theme files,
continued to "sort and define,
of

and define and sort"

index cards to develop subcategories,

subcodes,

I

each set
and

secondary themes.
Through this analysis phase the voluminous data of the
research was redefined from an overwhelming "heap of words"
(Glesne and Peshkin,
perceptions,

1992)

and patterns.

to manageable sets of

ideas,

At this point in the data

management and analysis process themes,

subthemes,

and

emerging meanings were discussed with members of the
dissertation committee and peer evaluators.

A preliminary

outline was developed from the card files and submitted for
further discussion and analysis preceding the writing of the
results of the research.
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Data Interpretation

Patton

(1980)

has noted that there is no precise point

at which data collection ends and analysis begins.
course of gathering data,

In the

ideas about the analysis occur.

These ideas or analytic insights,
the beginning of the analysis.

noted Patton

(1980),

Marshall and Rossman

are

(1989)

have described a similar dynamic at work in the process of
data analysis and interpretation.

As reams of data are

reduced to conceptual categories, patterns,

and themes,

interpretation begins when patterns within and between the
categories emerge and further "illuminate the questions" the
researcher has set out to explore
Miles and Huberman

(1984)

(p.

114).

have called data

interpretation a process of "moving up from the empirical
trenches to a conceptual overview of the landscape"
(p.

228) .

In this phase of analysis,

I re-examined the

categories and subcategories and explored the relationships
among them.

Through this process,

tentative interpretations,

I began to develop

explanations,

and insights.

Ensuring Trustworthiness

To ensure the trustworthiness of the research,

several

strategies for building in checks and safeguards to the
reliability and validity of the research were followed in
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this study as suggested by Merriam
(1985),

and Denzin

(1988).

member validation,

(1988),

Lincoln and Guba

These include triangulation,

peer examination,

and clarifying

researcher bias and orientation.

Trianaulation

Methodological triangulation is the use of more than
one data collection technique to study the case under
investigation.

Denzin

(1988)

noted that this is a useful

strategy in that "the flaws of one method are often the
strengths of another,

and by combining methods,

observers

can achieve the best of each, while overcoming their unique
deficiencies"

(p.

308).

Triangulation was implemented in

the research design through the use of multiple forms of
data gathering including in-depth interviews,
observation,

site observation,

participant

and document analysis.

Member Validation

Member checking or validation is a method through which
participants in the study were asked to check for accuracy
and provide direct feedback to the researcher.

Transcripts

of interviews were returned to all participants for their
review and comment.

In addition three participants who
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requested an opportunity to look at preliminary results
responded to a draft of the findings to provide a check on
my understanding and interpretation of the data.

Peer Examination

Peer examiners or debriefers,
and Guba

as suggested by Lincoln

(1985), were used in the study to review research

procedures and data.

Two peers who were familiar with

qualitative case study methodology and the concepts of
education for social change but were not involved in the
study,

served to periodically review the data and engage me

in a continuing dialogue to probe problems,
challenge assumptions,

raise questions,

and encourage re-examination of

procedures and emerging interpretations.

Clarifying Researcher Bias

Merriam

(1988)

has noted that the main instrument in

the qualitative research process is the researcher,

and all

data are viewed through the lens of her world view,

values,

and perspective.
Guba and Lincoln

To ensure trustworthiness of the research,
(1981)

have suggested that the researcher

be aware of her biases and how they slant and shape her
perspective.
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In recognition of a bias of affection toward Highlander
Center,

and a theoretical predisposition toward the

importance it has placed on education as a tool to empower
people to use their own knowledge and experience to create a
more just and democratic society,

I have employed the

strategies enumerated above and developed a devil's advocate
file

(Sternberg,

1981).

This file consisted of a series of

monthly memos which were based on comments from dissertation
committee members,
notes.

peer examiners,

and research journal

These memos served to challenge my understanding of

what I had observed and interpreted and the meaning I drew
from those observations and interpretations.

In this way,

I

sought to clarify and recognize bias and to uphold the
primary objective of the research—to discover education for
social change rather than confirm my assumptions about it.

Summary

This chapter has described the exploratory research
approach employed in this study.

Primary data were

collected through qualitative case study research using
open-ended,

in-depth interviews and participant

observations.

Eight women and men,

four of whom are

Highlander staff members and four who are or were
participants in Highlander programs, were chosen as a
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representative sample of the population of the study.
Secondary methods of data collection included site
observations and document analysis.
Data management and analysis involved a rudimentary
method of listening to the audio taped interviews for the
voices of each participant and "holding a conversation with
the data" by reading transcripts and other data sources
while recording comments,

observations,

and questions.

A

coding process was utilized to classify and categorize the
data by major themes emerging from the foregoing
"conversation."

Progressive sorting and defining within

these five major themes ultimately generated subpatterns,
subthemes,

and tentative meanings which further illuminated

the study's primary research questions.
Safeguards to the reliability and validity of the
research included the use of multiple forms of data
collection, member checking with participants for review of
and comment on the data, peer debriefing to review research
procedures and challenge findings and interpretations,

and

the use of a devil's advocate file for identification and
examination of researcher values,
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perspective,

and bias.

CHAPTER 4
HIGHLANDER CENTER EDUCATION FOR SOCIAL CHANGE:
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The purpose of this study has been to develop a better
understanding of education for social change through
examining the case of Highlander Center,

a leader and

pioneer in American education in the Appalachian region,

and

its efforts to create greater economic democracy and a more
just and democratic society.

This chapter presents and

discusses the results and analysis of the data.

Significant

findings of the study are organized according to five major
themes:

(1)

"Ordinary People Don't Have Control":

Economic Problem in the Appalachian Region,
Nothing Too Big You Can't Change It":

(5)

(3)

"The Real

Forces That Constrain Social Change Toward

Greater Economic Democracy,
People":

"There Is

Forces That Aid Social

Change Toward Greater Economic Democracy,
Color Is Green":

(2)

The

(4)

"Our Best Hope Is in the

Highlander Center Education for Social Change,

"It's a Slow Process,

the Fastest":

and

But in the Long Run It's Probably

The Part Education for Social Change Plays in

the Process of Creating a Society That is More Democratic
and Just.
Research participants are quoted directly from
interviews.

Excerpts from participants' written materials

are indicated as such by date of publication.
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The four

Highlander staff members in this study included:
Carawan,

John Gaventa,

Helen Lewis,

and Larry Wilson.

four program participants were: Nancy Robinson,
Rosenbalm,

Cora Tucker,

and Maxine Waller
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Theme #1
“Ordinary People Don/t Have Control” r21:
The Economic Problem in Appalachia

Kenny Rosenbalm,
Kentucky coal miner,
Appalachia as:
Nancy Robinson,

a folk artist and the son of a
identified the economic problem in

"people in the region don't own the land."
a community leader in Dungannon, Virginia,

defined the problem as the massive loss of industry and
consequently of people's jobs.

Candie Carawan,

leader and Highlander staff member,

characterized the

problem that grips the region as poverty,
"people are poor."

a cultural

or more simply,

Underlying each of these assessments is

the shared perception that ordinary people don't have a say
in or control over the economy in Appalachia.

History

indicates that this situation has long been the case in the
region.

Economic Colonialism

Beginning in the late 1800s northeastern financiers and
British businessmen turned their attention and accumulated
capital to the development of Appalachian railroads,
and coke furnaces to supply raw materials,

cheap labor,

high profits to rapid American industrialization
Johnson,

and Askins,

1978).

mines,
and

(Lewis,

Although the Appalachian region

contains some of the nation's richest sources of timber,
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minerals,

clean water,

90% of the land.

and coal,

outside interests own 60-

Consequently, Appalachian people have

derived little benefit from the natural wealth of the region
(Gaventa and Horton,

1981).

Systematic extraction of

natural resources by distant owners and the failure to
reinvest profits in the region left the Appalachian people
some of the poorest in the nation and characterized a period
of nearly one hundred years of economic colonialism in the
U.S.

(Lewis and Knipe,

1978).

Restructuring of the Economy

For awhile during the 1960s and 1970s industries fled
from the declining industrial Frost and Rust Belts of the
North to Appalachia and the Sun Belt south in pursuit of
cheap,

nonunion labor,

readily available resources,

favorable business climate.
outmigration slowed,

and,

and a

Per capita income rose,

as John Gaventa observed,

relative

prosperity seemed to vindicate the "smokestack chasing"
strategy of industrial recruitment.
In the 1980s,

however, Appalachia and the rural south

plunged into economic crisis with the growing
deindustrialization of the nation.

Workers in the

traditional sectors of mining, manufacturing,
agriculture suffered the severest losses.
brought no less a threat.

and

The 1990s have

The globalization of the economy.
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Helen Lewis noted,
industrial America.

has caused a further restructuring of
Once an international leader in

manufacturing and agriculture,

the U.S.

transformed to a service-based,
economy.

is quickly being

finance,

and retail trade

As a result jobs in the Appalachian region have

moved to take advantage of cheap labor markets in Mexico,
Taiwan,

and South Korea.

What jobs there are are the result

of what John Gaventa called a "second circuit of capital,"
which has brought with it a part-time,

low-wage,

contingency

work force and a new generation of industries looking to the
region for dumpsites and depositories of hazardous waste
materials and northeast garbage.
In light of the failures of early economic colonialism
and the current economic desperation resulting from global
economic restructuring,
Lewis observed,

the problem people now face,

Helen

is rebuilding the community itself and

creating an economy based on local control and decision¬
making .
The current problem is not one that is really local or
even regional.
It's a global problem. . . .
It's not
just an economic problem, but a problem of rebuilding
community.
Right now, for the first time, people don't
expect the boom to come back and are looking at more
basic problems:
What resources do we have and how
could we get control of them?
How are we going to
develop something more stable?
What kind of economy
can we build here that would sustain people?
And what
do we want that economy to be like?
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Summary of Theme #1

There are some who say that people and communities in
the Appalachian region are a regrettable but necessary
sacrifice to cycles of economic change and restructuring
(CORA,

1986).

Yet,

the trends experienced in this region

are confronting people all over the world
and Willingham,
(1992),

1990).

(Gaventa,

Smith,

Southern writer David Whisnant

in writing about the once prosperous community of

Ivanhoe, Virginia,

said of the situation:

I suggest that we could all do worse than take Ivanhoe
as an archetype of our present condition.
In these
waning years of the twentieth century and of industrial
capitalism, we are all being Ivanhoed—bled dry and
left to shift for ourselves west of the interstate.
Worse yet, we are being encouraged to believe that what
has happened is inevitable, and that henceforth what is
left to us is to plaintively petition the captains of
the new world order (p. 10).

Rather than plaintive petitioning,

participants found

that ordinary people in the region are questioning the
economic strategies that have dominated the region for a
hundred years,

rebuilding communities and local economies,

and challenging the "distant interests" of the global
economic system by fostering power and control among the
Appalachian people over a more humane and equitable future
and an economy that is just and democratic.
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Theme #2
"There Is Nothing Too Big You Can't Change It11 r31 ;
Forces That Aid Social Change Toward Greater
Economic Democracy

As identified by the participants in this study,

forces

that challenge the current reality in Appalachia and aid
change toward greater economic democracy include:

(1)

understanding that change is indeed possible,

the

opportunity for change to occur,
stand up and be heard,
for change,

and

(5)

(4)

(3)

(2)

the

the willingness to

the presence of visible support

the successful formation of the building

blocks of social movements.

The Understanding That Change Is Possible

One of the compelling forces that aids change toward
greater economic democracy in Appalachia was identified by
participants as the understanding that change is indeed
possible even in the most entrenched situation or set of
circumstances.

Candie Carawan described the experience

which led her to discern that if the legally maintained
system of racial segregation could be challenged and changed
in the South,

so could other entrenched forms of social

injustice.
It's been very moving to me to see people challenge and
change things.
I don't consider myself a very
courageous person, but to go to the South when I was
nineteen and be in a community of young people who were
willing to live and die to change this country . . .
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led me to set a standard in those years that has kept
me going ever since.
Because I saw that that was
possible, I gained the sense that nothing was too big
that you couldn't change it and do something about it.

Maxine Waller,

outspoken community advocate and leader

of the Ivanhoe Civic League,
Ivanhoe,

along with the young people of

came to this understanding in an experience that

became a metaphor for the town's revitalization and the
basis of Maxine's own belief that the situation in Ivanhoe
was not fixed or immutable.
About May of 1986 M.H. (Waller) had bought an old blue
'64 Ford.
That was the ugliest old blue car.
He
thinks it's beautiful.
It sat there for about two
years, and men were always stopping asking if we were
going to sell it.
That made me mad.
We had built him
a garage behind the house, and I tried to fix a place
to put that old car, but there was this big rock
sticking up there.
I hired a bulldozer to move that
rock, and he couldn't move it. I got a man with a
backhoe.
It almost tore his backhoe up.
So, there's this old rock stuck in my way, and this old
blue car in front of my house.
That Saturday evening I
was out there standing beside that old rock, and this
little boy came along, and he asked me what I was
doing.
I said, "I wanted to put the car in here, but
that rock's in the way.
You can't move this rock.
Rocks is forever.”
He said, "Max, you just like
everybody else in Ivanhoe—you don't think you can do
nothing, and I hate this damn place!”
I said, "What can I do about it?"
He said, "Well, why
don't you break it?" I said, "You can't break a rock."
He said, "We can take a hammer and break that rock."
So I just stepped in the garage and got him a hammer,
and I got me a hammer, and we started beating on that
rock.
Along came another little boy, and he was 14,
too. He said, "You've gone crazy.
You're just like
everyone else in Ivanhoe.
And I hate this damn place."
I handed him a hammer, and got out another hammer.
Michael, our son, came out of the house and asked what
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we were doing. "Beating this old rock," I said. When he
said, "I hate Ivanhoe," I knew the Lord was telling me
something.
So I gave him a hammer, too.
So we went to beating on this rock, me and the sons of
former hard rock miners beating out our anger and
frustration on a hard rock.
We beat on the rock all
summer long: 21 boys and one little girl, my daughter.
It wasn't breaking, it was chipping away.
The kids ate
with us every meal and some days we would go through
three gallons of milk and three pounds of bologna.
Come the end of the summer, nobody had broken that
rock; but we had a driveway full of gravel (Lewis and
O'Donnell, 1990, p. 264).

These children of hard rock miners today,

and students

of the sit-in movement of an earlier time period,

have

learned by their own example and demonstrated to many
others,

participants noted,

that through people's collective

effort overwhelming barriers can be confronted and change
can be implemented.

The Opportunity for Change to Occur

Research participants identified a number of elements
in the current economic and environmental situation in
Appalachia that have created what Helen Lewis called a
"space for change."

Elements which are contributing to an

opportunity for change to take place in the region include:
(1)

the dramatic proportions of the current crisis,

demystifying the economy,

and

(3)

and superpower preoccupations.
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(2)

the end of the Cold War

Dramatic Proportions of the Current Crisis.
Participants agreed that the collapse of income,
communities,

and local economies,

along with the direct and

long-term adverse effects of environmental destruction and
degradation in the region,

have created a crisis whose

proportions grow more obvious and dramatic.
that the system isn't working,

The recognition

that it can't deliver on the

promises it led people to expect,

and that it is failing to

address the magnitude of current and long-term problems,

has

led to what John Gaventa identified as a current legitimacy
crisis.
The promise has always been that if you work hard and
study, you're going to get a job. And it's not working.
If you would only provide a good business climate by
giving up your unions and providing subsidies and
concessions, then industry will come and your community
will benefit.
And industry is not coming, or it is
creating jobs that are bad for communities. So the
system can't deliver as it is and the contradictions
are becoming more apparent to people.
This leads to a
systemic or legitimacy crisis.
Larry Wilson described one of the most often expressed
aspects of this loss of faith as the failure of the system
to uphold the American promise of a better life for the next
generation.
People are being harmed and they don't understand why.
They have played by the rules.
They have worked hard
and yet this is the first generation of Americans that
can't expect their kids to have a better life than they
had.
Not only that, but they wonder what kind of world
we're passing on to them.
What kind of bills they are
left to pay and what kind of messes to clean up after.
So people are losing faith in this system we live
under.
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Rising contradictions between the promise and
performance of the system,

the system's inability to address

difficult economic and environmental realities,

and the

vacuum created by failed policies and practices were
identified by participants as factors contributing to a
level of crisis which increases the opportunity for change
to happen.

Demystifying the Economy.

The restructuring of the

economy has produced massive adverse conditions in the
region:

loss of industries, high unemployment,

disintegration of communities,
incomes.

and increasing disparity of

Helen Lewis observed that the impact of this far-

reaching economic restructuring has led people to critically
examine and demystify the economy.
People are realizing that industrial recruitment is not
the answer.
Through ties to the Third World they
understand that there is a globalization of the
problem, that we are all affected.
People are
questioning the destruction resulting from private
control and ownership.
They are examining ideas of
self-sufficiency, re-emphasizing community, and
dealing with holistic rather than issue-based
approaches.
As the economy lost its mystique as something outside
people's control and understanding, participants found that
people are better able to envision their own ideas and
implement their own decision-making.
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End of the Cold War and Superpower Preoccupations.
Participants viewed the end of the Cold War as having served
in several ways to aid change toward greater economic
democracy.

Helen Lewis observed that the way change has

been recently achieved in rigidly controlled communist
countries has inspired faith in the possibility of change in
other political and economic systems.
Seeing citizens in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
change their whole economy and an entire government
without bloodshed has led people to say, "Look at that!
If people can democratize their country, we can
democratize ours."

In addition to freeing the two superpowers from the
constant threat of nuclear war, John Gaventa noted,
failures of Soviet communism,

the

along with the perceived

collapse of the promise of capitalism by people in the
Appalachian region,

have provided an opportunity for people

to talk more freely about these systems and a wide variety
of alternatives.

The Willingness to Stand Up and Be Heard

Participants indicated that change in the region has
been significantly aided by people's willingness to stand up
for their families,

their communities,

and to insist on being heard.

and their futures,

Some of the ways participants

identified that this has taken place is through:
developing grassroots groups,

(2)
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(1)

reclaiming people's

history,

culture,

and knowledge,

forward,

taking charge,

and

(3)

women coming

and creating new models.

Developing Grassroots Groups.

The history of social

change in Appalachia and the South, participants noted,
indicates that change results less often from top-down
approaches than from people working together to initiate
change from the bottom up.

The labor,

civil rights,

and

Appalachian cultural and economic movements are some of the
strongest examples of grassroots change in the region and
provide a significant continuing influence for participants.
Cora Tucker,
activist,

longtime civil rights and southern community

described how change occurs at the grassroots.

We have to start at our own level and go up.
All the
changes that have taken place in this country have
started at the grassroots.
If you look at the NAACP,
it's a big organization now, but it was a few women who
got together and said, "We've got to stop people from
lynching our sons.”
That's how it got started.
Rosa
Parks was not a big person.
She was a seamstress and
said, ”1 am going to sit here."
It's grassroots people
who start the ball rolling.

Unlike what the "star system" would have us believe,
Candie Carawan explained, participants feel that it is not
well-known leaders,

but ordinary people working together who

bring about fundamental change.

Candie stressed the

importance of understanding how change actually took place
in the effort to gain civil rights in the South.
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The history of the civil rights movement is taught in
the public school system throughout this country as
that there was one, very powerful, charismatic leader,
Dr. King.
And we couldn't expect changes again in this
country until a leader like that emerges.
People need
to understand that Dr. King ended up being an important
spokesperson and a good focus for people's attention,
but he did not begin or lead the civil rights movement,
and he was quite often running to catch up.
It was
really very ordinary people, very angry about their
situation, really dedicated to changing it, who started
and led that movement.
We need to understand that that
is how change happens.

Whether developing strong local economies in the 90s,
or integrating public facilities in the 60s,

people who get

together in grassroots groups to do something about the
problems of the South and Appalachia were perceived by
participants as being one of most powerful and continuing
forces for social change.

Reclaiming People's History.

Culture,

People's own traditions and customs,
their community and ancestors,

and Knowledge.

the rich history of

and the knowledge they have

gained from their own experience were identified by
participants as important areas from which ordinary people
and grassroots groups draw strength and understanding to
stand up and be heard.

Candie Carawan shared her perception

of the value and power of people's culture,

history,

and

knowledge as forces or weaponry of change.

When you work with grassroots communities as Highlander
does, you find that there are people who have been very
put down in all kinds of ways, they haven't had access
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to education, they don't have wealth.
They don't feel
like they have much political power or clout.
Quite
often, one of the things they do have is a real strong
cultural history that's built on or around survival.
Here in the South, there's a real richness of stories,
singing traditions, and religious traditions that build
on that.
Drawing out from people what makes them feel good about
themselves and strong has been empowering.
Those
cultural forms just become part of the weaponry and
play an important role in a nonviolent movement for
change.

Maxine Waller and the people of Ivanhoe have engaged in
a far-reaching process of reclaiming their history and
recreating their culture.
and 800 photographs,

From fifty-eight oral histories

the people of Ivanhoe produced two

volumes of Ivanhoe history and developed a community play
for their community's annual Fourth of July Jubilee
celebration.

Maxine Waller

(1991)

spoke of the important

history of Ivanhoe that had been all but lost and forgotten.

We learned that working people in Ivanhoe had been a
great source of the whole development of the United
States.
We found out that in our own earth . . . was
the best grade of ore of any place in the country and
it was used to build the railroads all the way to
California.
We didn't know that before—we didn't know
we had anything to do with building the country.
We
just thought we were a bunch of poor people that hadn't
had much to do with anything (p. 65).

Maxine Waller

(1991)

described reclaiming history and

culture through the participatory history project,
play,

annual Jubilee,

community

and recognition of local heroes,
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as a

significant factor in helping people learn from the past to
plan Ivanhoe's future.
In this history book (Remembering Our Past, Building
Our Future), there is no George Washington, but it's
got Ivanians.
It's about the people and the blood that
flows in our veins and our heritage.
In Ivanhoe, VA, we may not have a factory . . . but we
got people doing things, we've got culture.
It's not
opera, it's not ballet.
It's flat footin' and our own
puppets.
It gives people a chance to talk and remember
and think about the future (p. 17-18).
Recording the voices of the people of Ivanhoe and those
willing to stand up and be heard throughout Appalachia is
particularly important,

Candie Carawan learned,

as it is

rare that the ordinary person's voice is heard,
or documented.
audio,

Participants found that books,

distributed,
photographs,

and video recordings are an invaluable record of

people's history and serve to inspire and remind ordinary
people of the importance of their own experiences.
People's knowledge,

participants perceived,

valuable force in the process of change.

is also a

Typically

overlooked and underestimated is the knowledge that people
have gained from what they've lived through,
ancestors,

and what is available in the immediate community.

In Bumpass Cove,

Tennessee,

a small town poisoned by seven

years of illegal toxic waste dumping,

people began to use

popular knowledge to study health records,
corporate reports,
practices,

their

research

produce a video tape of midnight dumping

and carefully construct media exposure and

involvement.

Gail Story,

a strong leader in this battle,
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spoke for many others who regained a sense of power from
understanding that they could use the knowledge they already
had to direct their own efforts.
I felt ignorant.
I was a housewife who was married at
14. . . .
I felt I didn't know enough.
I had no
education to speak of.
I ain't anything to write down.
But after a flood washed barrels down into the
community, we said we're going to do something but we
didn't know how strong we could be.
The Board of
Health wouldn't help us, so we did it ourselves and
two-hundred of us decided to stop the trucks from
coming through town (You Got to Move. 1985).

Women Coming Forward.
Models.

Taking Charge,

and Creating New

Women have always been central to the informal

economy of the Appalachian region,

John Gaventa observed,

but as traditional male economies decline women have become
a vital part of the more formal economic system.
The women's movement is not the women's movement per se
in the South. But in fact, women's role has changed.
You saw the women's coal miners' movement.
First they
asked the access question.
But in fighting the access
battle they raised questions about safety in the work
place and union democracy.
It's also women in the
grassroots environmental groups who are playing the
leadership role.
Women have not just been thrown into
the breadwinner role in the region, but also into the
role of the new person to make demands.

Like Maxine Waller, Nancy Robinson,

and Gail Story,

women have begun to raise issues about authority,
accountability,

and enforced dependency.

and making significant changes.

Women are changing

Maxine Waller described how

she and others began to question the current situation and
the decisions of industry and county officials.
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We questioned who the kings of the world were.
How did
you get so much power?
Who decides?
Who made these
decisions and why?
Did you make these decisions
because it was good for you? ...
We asked them a lot
of stuff.
So we kind of shook their castle and cracked
the base of it (Lewis et al., 1992, unpaginated and
unpublished manuscript).
The questions that women are asking about traditional
models of development have led to new approaches to
revitalizing communities and building strong local
economies.

Helen Lewis

(1986)

noted that community

development has become something of a social movement led by
women who are incorporating values that are life-supporting,
sustaining,

and more family- and community-based and

oriented.
The community development projects that women are
leading differ markedly from the mostly male-dominated
emphasis on industrial development and recruitment.
Women tend to define development beyond jobs and income
to include education, democratic participation, and
dignity of the human being.
Women leaders recognize
both community and individual needs and combine
education and development to link personal and
community growth (p. 30).
Participants observed that because much of women's work
has been considered unimportant,
region the freedom to experiment.

it has given women in the
Helen Lewis described the

alternatives that women are creating to traditional economic
development models.
While traditional development policy emphasizes the
need for physical infrastructure, i.e., sewage systems,
water, and roads, the community development model
emphasizes a different infrastructure; i.e., human
development, education, creativity, popular knowledge,
history, and democratic decision-making . . . (Lewis et
al., 1992, unpaginated and unpublished manuscript).
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The Presence of Visible Support for Change

Support for change and for people acting to make change
possible was identified by John Gaventa as important to the
long-run struggle.
Oftentimes the people who come to Highlander are the
people who are feeling most isolated in their
communities because they are the ones way out front.
They are the ones trying to bring about change.
All
the forces are arrayed against them to make them doubt
what they are doing.
I've seen it a hundred times—
people come into a room full of other people who share
the same vision.
And so it helps to give them
strength.
It helps them to deal with the long-run
struggle and get around just survival.
It helps them
deal with the power issues, because you know you've got
a network of people to support you.

Cora Tucker emphasized the importance of the visibility
of such support in directly confronting racism.
When people mistreat me in your presence, I think you
need to say something.
If people won't put up with it,
then it won't happen.

An incident in which Mexican farm laborers were being
mistreated in Cora's local community illustrate the
significance of providing visible support.
I drove into the supermarket parking lot and saw
a truck crammed full of Mexican workers.
They had been
closed up in that hot truck for over an hour.
I went
in and paged the boss by the license plate number.
I
gave that man the devil.
If you let it go on in one
neighborhood, soon it will come to yours.

Support on the community level is a powerful force for
change which participants recalled from their own experience
as having a significantly broad impact.
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Nancy Robinson

credited support within the community's grassroots
development group for many changes in Dungannon,

including

her own growth.
I used to be a real shy person. Never did public
speaking or anything like that. And that's how I've
grown.
What changed me was the support system among
ourselves.
We could see changes and that we really
could do some things.
That gave us the courage to go
on.

Cora Tucker identified regional multiracial support as
making a crucial difference in opposing the system of white
supremacy in the South.
When we came together in the civil rights movement, and
blacks and whites said "We're not going to take this.
We're going to do something about it," that's when we
started marching together and togetherness is when you
win the war.

The Pittston coal miners strike provided a powerful
example of the importance of support on the national level.
The success of this 1989 testing ground of one of the major
labor battles of recent history was due in part,
Carawan noted,

Candie

to the 40,000 people who came from all over

the country to demonstrate support and solidarity.

"The

image of people rising up for democracy," Candie observed,
"whether on the battle ground of an influential labor
strike,

or during the dismantling of the Berlin Wall,

has a

tremendous impact on people and supports change all over the
world."
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The Successful Formation of the Building Blocks of Social
Movements

While many people,

John Gaventa observed,

regard the

Appalachian region as backward, politically unorganized,
forced into submission by controlling interests,

and

the history

of courageous rebellion and union struggles in the
coalfields of Appalachia,

and of community-based civil-

disobedience in segregated public facilities in the South,
have created a powerful and lasting example of the impact of
social movements.
Highlander played a significant role in "hewing out"
the building blocks of these two national movements
1983) .
leaders,

(Horton,

In the past these blocks have been grassroots
organizations,

and activities that have combined

with other influences to make massive changes.

While they

are not a guarantee, participants observed that a foundation
built from these efforts moves the region closer to the day
when such a movement becomes possible.

John Gaventa

(1990)

viewed the current economic development activity in the
region in this way.
While national and international restructuring serves
on the one hand to deepen inequities in the South and
to challenge traditional models of economic development
and social change, so, too, has it spawned the seeds of
a new movement.
At the moment the movement is at the
grassroots, relatively invisible to the national eye.
To grow, it will need broader economic education,
coalition building, policy development, and national
and international linkages.
But as the new
participation builds, it has the possibility of
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transforming contemporary economic structuring into a
new model of development, one that links matters of the
economy to matters of democracy and dignity at the
local as well as in the broader arena (p. 290).

At present,

Larry Wilson noted,

people who are getting together,
connections,

the "movement" is of

recognizing the

organizing to make things happen,

alternative ways of doing things.

and creating

One of the connections

that has been drawn is between the environment and
economics.
schools,

Highlander's current Stop the Poisoning

(STP)

John Gaventa stated, have called upon the Center's

experience with the Citizenship Schools of the 1950's to
help build consciousness and local leadership as building
blocks of a wider and stronger environmental and economic
mass movement.
Third World social movements are also recognized as a
contributing factor in moving greater economic democracy
forward in the region.
control over the social,

Grassroots efforts for greater
economic,

and political aspects of

people's lives and their communities are widespread and
growing at the end of the twentieth century in many places
in the world community.

In Eastern Europe,

Central and South America,

and elsewhere,

South Africa,

groups struggle

not only for political sovereignty and security,
better future for the mass of their society.

but for a

John Gaventa

explained that as these democratic movements network with
each other they provide not only the force of solidarity,
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but the opportunity for U.S.

grassroots groups to learn from

others.

Summary of Theme #2

Based on their broad and varied experiences,

the

participants in this study identified forces which challenge
and change the current reality in the region as those which
help people gain greater collective control over the
decisions that affect the economy in their community and the
structures which contribute to building economic justice and
democracy.
These forces include the understanding that poverty and
injustice are not inevitable nor unalterable; that based on
the history of communities in the region,

there is nothing

too big that people can't stand up to it and change it.
fact,

participants noted,

In

history indicates that it is

through grassroots,

bottom-up efforts that change is

actually achieved.

Participants perceived that a growing

force for change is the opportunity that the current crisis
has provided to question and confront the captains of the
new world order and the assumptions about wealth,

power,

and

economics that underlie it.
Participants viewed women who are drawing on their own
history,

culture,

and knowledge to confront the current

situation and create new models of development and
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economics,

as important and powerful forces for democratic

change in the region.

While support for these efforts on an

individual,

national,

community,

or international level was

recognized as an additional force for change,
are not enough alone.

these forces

True to the idea of Highlander and to

the nature of change in the region, participants perceived
that it is through tying these forces together into the
building blocks of social movements that change can happen
on a fundamental level and a more just and democratic
structure of society can be formed.

Theme #3
"The Real Color Is Green11 T41: Forces That Constrain
Social Change Toward Greater Economic Democracy

Forces that maintain the current economic reality and
constrain change toward greater economic democracy in the
Appalachian region,

as identified by participants in the

study,

the struggle to survive,

include:

(1)

domination by the ruling system,
order,

(4)

(3)

(2)

control and

the new economic world

the lack of common vision of economic democracy

on a global scale,

and

(5)

the absence of a mass movement

for fundamental social change.

Ill

The Struggle to Survive

The same crisis that creates an opportunity for change
to occur was recognized by participants as a force that can
and often does seriously constrain change.

John Gaventa

observed that the irony is not lost in a situation where
poor people are forced to choose between working to change
the system or struggling against its over-riding realities
to survive.

That struggle has been long and hard for many

in Appalachia.
poor,

Nancy Robinson found that being unemployed,

and disempowered removes faith for many people in

their own ability to effect change.
Our people have been oppressed for so long, I think
they've been down so long, that they feel like they
don't have anything to look forward to. No future, no
hopes, no dreams.
It becomes—”Why try?"

Those who do have jobs are often confronted with
economic blackmail—a situation in which workers are
increasingly forced to give up their right to have a union
or ensure a safe and healthy environment in order to attract
and bring in new economic development and industry.
with conditions of deep and lasting decline,

Along

participants

observed that there is often a powerful undertow of related
apathy and resignation.

The fear and desperation of hard

times create a tendency to accept whatever communities can
get,

and,

as Nancy Robinson noted,

it."
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"not make waves about

In addition to the struggle faced by families and
communities, participants found that the current crisis has
made the survival of grassroots groups an increasing
concern.

John Gaventa reported considerable change in

funding patterns away from poverty and grassroots support
and a general drying up of resources for social change.
Grassroots groups are fragile and few in number in
Appalachia and the South and, Helen Lewis found,

they

require support and training to sustain themselves over
time.
In the continuing crisis in Appalachia,

participants

observed that the consuming effort to survive under the
weight of the situation prevents people and grassroots
groups from trying to do something about it and severely
circumscribes change.

Control and Domination bv The Ruling System

Strong agreement exists among participants that the
system in which they live is seriously flawed.

Larry Wilson

cited the collapse of the Appalachian economy and the
environmental time bomb in the region as clear indications
that the system needs fundamental change.

Maxine Waller

spoke for many who had paid their dues to the system for the
best part of their lives only to find themselves without a
future as they lost their jobs, hope,
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and homes.

If the system, the so-called system, is set up to make
people cold and make people hungry and uneducated, and
to die in poverty, then God help the damn system.
Because the system is wrong.
There needs to be a new
system because this one is not working (Gaventa, et
al., 1990, p. 28).

Divide and Conquer.

One of the inherent "wrongs" of

the ruling system, participants noted,

is that it divides

people by playing off each other's prejudices.

Two forms of

this practice are the racism and sexism that have been
institutionalized in relationships in the region.
Candie Carawan observed that these divisions are well
understood by business,

industry,

and politicians who

readily use them to serve their own interests.
conscious strategy in the region,

Racism is a

John Gaventa noted,

to

divide and conquer people on economic as well as social
grounds.

John explained how race-baiting

racial divisions)

(manipulation of

is used to keep workers divided in an

economic system increasingly driven by worldwide competition
and low-wage labor pools.
In a study of one industry that came to Appalachia and
then moved to the deep south and then to Mexico, the
industry passed enough rumors back and forth that each
group thought their future was affected by competition
with the others.
As blacks and whites have learned to
come together in the unions, industry is bringing in
Asians or some other group to break the unity.

Larry Wilson identified this strategy as yet another version
of "blame the victim," wherein people are encouraged to
attack the group that is below their own in status instead
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of challenging the root causes of the problem and those who
exert real influence and power.
Racism and classism work together to keep people
powerless as well as divided.

Cora Tucker recalled life

fifty years ago for her family.
My father died when I was three years old.
He left my
mother with nine children.
My mother didn't receive
any social security or welfare help and we grew up in
southside Virginia as sharecroppers.
When I was about
five years old, my mother took on a fight to ban DDT
from use on tobacco and she really caught heck for it.
During this time I vowed that I would help to take on
the racist class system that keeps poor and black
people on their knees.

Cora Tucker,

like all participants in the study,

repeatedly taken that system on.
equality under the law,
nation,

has

Yet despite real gains in

attitudes in the region,

have been slow to change.

as in the

Cora described the

treatment she received more recently at her local school
board meetings.
I attended school board meetings for over ten years in
my community.
Every time I raised my hand, the
chairman, who knew me well by this time, would say,
"Alright, You."
He called on everybody else by name,
so one day I said to him, "My name isn't You."
I
didn't want him to call me Mrs. Tucker.
That ain't no
honor.
I'm a human being.
He needed to call me my
name.

Sexism,

like racism, hinders people from working

together for change.

Nancy Robinson identified men's

attitude toward women as one of the key factors that
undermined the economic development efforts of women in the
Dungannon Development Corporation.
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The number one thing that works against our creating
the economic situation that we want is the good ol' boy
syndrome.
First—I'm not a man.
Second—I'm not in
that clique.
Third—It's not their idea.

Maxine Waller and other women of the Ivanhoe Civic League
experienced a similar situation.
taken seriously.
successful,

Initially they were not

Then, when their efforts proved to be

they were perceived as a threat to the old order

of mountain men who believed that women should uphold
traditional roles and secondary status.
Universally women are doing more, coming out and
standing up for . . . equal rights.
I don't think a
woman is ever denied equal rights as long as she don't
bother nobody or when I was "pretty" for a year.
I was
"pretty" the first year of the Civic League.
I know it
'cause every politician in 10 states courted me and
wanted their picture made with me.
I know this: when
you start to stand on your own two feet, then you
become a threat.
It becomes an equal rights issue.
And I see women universally saying, "We have listened
to our husbands, or our uncles, the President, or our
king, and maybe they aren't right.
(Lewis et al.,
1992, unpaginated and unpublished manuscript).

Control of Thought and Behavior.

The rigid enforcement

of roles and attitudes by force and violence is what John
Gaventa called the "Old South." It is a system,
that is still very much operative in the region.

however,
Helen

Lewis found the growing violence against women analogous to
the lynching of blacks in an earlier era.
happens," she observed,

"It's what

"when people come forth to make

changes and is a way to control them through force."
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In addition to violence, behavior is held in check in
the region by the wide-spread use of red-baiting and the
ready manipulation of patriotism.

Candie Carawan noted that

this process was effectively implemented when forces
speaking out against the Persian Gulf War were quickly
marginalized and made to look un-American.

Kenny Rosenbalm

underlined the use of national feeling to keep people's
thinking in line with the ruling system in his song "Blind
Patriotism":
Walkin' down the highway I spied upon a tree
A great big yeller ribbon
It was flappin' loud and free.
I guess we showed those Arabs who's got the biggest gun
Think before you make a war we'll show you how it's
done.
What are we free from? Is it taxes collected with
a gun?
Those who can't afford to play, they're the ones
who are forced to pay,
What are we free from?
I think about old Andrew he strutted proud and free
Did he wear a yeller ribbon to murder Cherokee?
Down through the years the "Trail of Tears" ain't been
the worst they've done
I love you, dear, but have no fear, bombin' children's
safe and fun
What are we free from? Is it weapons more deadly
than a gun?
Those who can't afford to play, it's their lives
they're forced to pay
What are we free from? What have we become?

Red-baiting has also been used to control thinking
about alternatives to the present situation.

Nancy Robinson

found that she had to describe her work carefully so as not
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to frighten people away with talk of making fundamental
changes.
If I was to say to some people that we were doing
social change, right away the "social" would be linked
with communism.
They don't know.
It's the mentality.
We've done a good education job in this country of
making people link those two immediately.

Highlander has been red-baited from nearly the beginning.
John Gaventa reported that while the tactic is strong all
over the country,

it's particularly virulent in the region.

It hits strongest when people start talking about different
forms of ownership or control.

John observed that as

Highlander was called a communist training school in the 50s
when it challenged white racism,

it has again more recently

been labeled a threat to the ruling system when it
challenged industrial domination and the rights of a major
employer to endanger the health and manipulate the economic
well-being of an entire city.
Along with force and violence and the restraining
influence of red-baiting and unexamined patriotism,
participants perceived that thought and behavior are
frequently controlled by the way language is used.
writer David Whisnant

(1992)

Southern

characterized the growing

manipulation of language as a cynical tactic of governments
and big business.

Manipulating the language has always been a central
tactic of the best-dressed bands of thieves and liars,
and as the years have passed and communications
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technology improved, they have gotten better at it,
more and more shameless (p. 1).

and

Larry Wilson observed that one example of these shameless
thieves are the media which have been co-opted by government
spin and corporate influence.
much of a watch dog,

While the media were never

Larry noted,

as a corporate profit

maker they now supply less news than public relations and
propaganda.

Of particular concern to participants is the

control of people's thoughts and images.

Larry reported:

A real good example of this is our local newspaper.
Recently our unemployment went up tremendously.
The
headline read, "Bell county has labor surplus.”
All at
once it's not unemployed people.
The article went on
to explain that that was good, because now we were
qualified for federal funds to bring in military
defense plants.
Never mind that there is none of those
being built, especially not in central Appalachia.
So
the image is not long lines of people trying to find
work, it's a whole different set of pictures that are
positive.
The media has been very, very effective in
this.
It is one of the greatest things against us.

Maintenance of Status Quo.

The economic,

educational,

and political systems in the region are factors which
participants identified as both upholding and perpetuating
the ruling system.

Complete control by such single

interests as the coal and mineral industries in Appalachia
effectively maintains the ruling system.
information, Helen Lewis observed,

Economic

focuses on the GDP and

Dow Jones industrials rather than the number of people who
lost their jobs, plants that have been closed,
that have been polluted.

or rivers

This information gap about the
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economy and its direct influence on people and their
communities keeps people from understanding what the economy
is and how they interact with it.
Participants also cited the educational system in the
region as a contributing factor to the lack of relevant
information and action.

Cora Tucker shared her observation

that the school system is far removed from real problems and
fails to educate people "to think or do for themselves."
According to participants,

the political system

supports the status quo in the region by combining with
economic interests to enforce a strong measure of political
powerlessness.

Lack of ownership of the land and control

over resources, Kenny Rosenbalm reflected,

have ensured

marginal political participation and little say in decision¬
making.

\

The New Economic World Order

Consolidation of Power and Control.

The situation of

economic and environmental decline in the Appalachian region
was believed by participants to be happening in communities
all over the country and in countries throughout the world.
The globalization of the problem,

John Gaventa noted,

is the

result of a globalization of the economy wherein a vast
interconnected and interdependent economic system is
dominated by powerful multinational corporations and
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financial and economic interests whose control over the
economy increasingly lies beyond national boundaries and
laws.

Consequently,

control and decision-making are further

removed from workers and communities who are directly
affected and involved.
Larry Wilson described how power and control have led
to enormous wealth among corporate interests and how
enormous wealth has led to even greater power and control.
It's a gold mine of "windfall" profits for
corporations.
And they do everything to stay
entrenched.
Dirty politics, out-and-out bribery,
control of the political system, persecution of people
who speak out, and crimes against the workers and the
environment.
They have a license to do as they
please because for every person who speaks out or they
fire, they can hire four-thousand-nine-hundred-ninetynine more.

Corporate Recklessness and Greed.

Decisions,

participants observed, made in corporate board rooms outside
of the control of laws and nations,

are often in conflict

with the people's and the region's health and well-being.
Larry Wilson, who lost his livestock and the health of his
child to such decisions,

characterized these decisions as

both fundamentally reckless and evil.
What's really surprised me is the harsh evilness that
is inherent in some of the decisions being made.
Hidden behind a corporate cloak and drawing down
millions of dollars, the CEO's are making and taking
pride in making what they call "tough decisions."
Actually, it's decisions to kill people, to exploit
people.
They're proud that they're strong enough to
make a decision that will deprive a family of a
livelihood, kill children and future generations, or
wipe something off the face of the earth that God put
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here for a purpose.
dollar.

Wipe it off for a false God—a

Participants in the study noted that in a system based
on money and profits, human values get lost,
the corporation,

and the larger

the less anyone has to take responsibility

for what happens.

Kenny Rosenbalm described this

corporate recklessness in a song about the deaths of
community members from the poisoning of the Yellow Creek in
Kentucky.
You shattered dreams with poison streams
You're heroes, so you say.
You build your homes out of dead man's bones and
children in your way.
You say, "Move over, we're coming through,
There's money to be made here.
Who needs you? Who needs you?"
The force of human greed, participants perceived,
powerful factor in the new economic world order.

is a

Kenny

explained:
People love money.
They don't care if they cut down
2,000 year old redwoods as long as they have dues for
the country club.
The dividends come in, they join the
Sierra Club, give to charities, and don't think about
it.
Money makes them blind.
It insulates them.
Money
transcends racism.
I think the real color is green.

Economic Marginalization.

Fran Ansley

(1991),

one of a

dozen women from the region who traveled to the Mexican
maquiladoras to assess the situation of job losses in the
Appalachian region,

commented on the results of industries'
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strategic decision to relocate production in low-wage job
markets throughout the world.
Redeployment of capital from the U.S. to Mexico is
taking place in an atmosphere where large business
enterprises are increasingly "free” while workers and
communities are increasingly stuck and powerless.
Corporations display little or no responsibility to the
workers and communities they are leaving behind or to
those they are so eager to use next (p. 7).
Kenny Rosenbalm's song "Corporate America" expressed the
growing sense shared by participants that under the new
economic world order, people and resources are used up and
run over, people's needs are marginalized to economic
interests,

and economic democracy is lost to the

consolidation of greed, power,

and wealth.

We're gonna kill little children, rob and rape the
poor.
We've got plenty of money but we want some more.
We're gonna mine our coal, cut the timber,
Legislate law if we need to.
If you get in the way we'll bury you, and

too.

There just ain't nothin' that you can do.
There just ain't nothin' that you can do.
We got to learn little children to love and help the
poor,
That the love of money is a running sore.
If we kill the ground and the water too.
There won't be nothing that we can do,
There won't be nothing that we can do.
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and

The Lack of Common Vision of Economic Democracy on a Global
Scale

Research participants perceived that the control,
dominance,

and pervasiveness of the ruling system and the

venality and lawlessness of many economic interests in the
new economic world order are significant forces working to
constrain change in the region.

They also noted that despite

a great deal of analysis and activity related to a local and
regional response to restructuring the economy,

the lack of

a common vision of economic democracy on a global scale has
impeded its creation.

John Gaventa explained why such broad

vision is necessary to social movements.
We say a movement needs leaders; by that we mean
resources.
It needs some organization and activity at
the local level.
What we rely on most, and what it
needs now, is common vision.
That is what binds a lot
of fragmented "moving" and grassroots groups together.

Activity in the region has developed new models of
participation in the economy.

These efforts have ranged

from creating alternative economic development from within
communities to challenging traditional modes of decision¬
making and questioning not only who profits,
decides,

and toward what end.

but who

No one, Helen Lewis noted,

has yet figured out how to translate this local vision and
alternative model to a global one.

For now,

these

activities link matters of the economy to matters of
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democracy and dignity and build the basis of a new vision of
economic democracy which is yet to be fully formed.

The Absence of a Mass Movement for Fundamental Social Change

The absence of a mass movement to unify and give
visibility to more localized activity,
reported,

John Gaventa

prevents change from occurring at a level that

many social movements have historically provided.
Highlander is probably best known for its work during these
periods, most notably during the labor and civil rights
movements.
periods.

Myles Horton
John Gaventa

(1983)

(1991)

called these times "peak"

described the peaks and

valleys of social movements:

These (peak) periods have been relatively brief and
illusive in American social history.
Consequently,
much of Highlander's sixty-year history has been spent
working in the "valley"—times without clear movement
to unify social action (p. 69).

Before Myles died,

John commented,

he felt that we might be

climbing towards another peak period.

Asked to describe the

difference between what is happening now and a peak period
of social movement,

John explained:

What we have now is when you're trying to organize to
make things happen.
And a movement is when so much is
happening you're having to organize to keep up with it.

Larry Wilson described the current period as "a lot of
people moving."

There is considerable evidence of this in
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what participants identified as the region's strong but
fragmented economic and environmental efforts.

One group is

working on toxics while others focus on unemployment,
economic development, military spending,
housing.

health care,

or

Helen Lewis observed that "there are pieces of

it," but not yet a mass movement.

As for what it will take,

Helen acknowledged that experience indicates that no one has
that answer.
We don't really know what makes the difference.
It
seems very slow.
When all these things start coming
together, I don't think we know what takes off into a
major social force or movement.

Due to the worldwide nature of the economic crisis,

and

the widening of inequality between nations of the political
and geographic north and south,

John Gaventa stated that he

believes that a movement around economic questions is
growing.

Whether this movement will take a progressive or

reactionary form,

John noted,

remains to be seen.

In the

meantime the movement for economic democracy in the
Appalachian region is working in the "valley" without a mass
movement for fundamental social change to provide unity,
visibility,

and focus.

Summary of Theme #3

Participants perceived that forces which constrain
social change toward creating economic democracy are closely
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linked to those which consolidate power and control to deny
participation,

decision-making,

and active involvement to

the people most directly affected by the area's economic and
environmental problems.

These include the over-riding

realities of the loss of jobs,

dreams and homes;

a system

which rules by divide-and-conquer through the enforcement of
secondary status based on race,

class,

and gender; and the

control of thought and behavior through force and violence
and the effective manipulation of images and language.
addition,

the new economic world order,

In

a term used by

participants to describe the far-reaching consolidation of
economic power and control beyond nations and laws, was
identified by participants as an increasingly significant
threat to people and resources who are viewed as means to
the "false God" of wealth and power.

Along with these

overwhelming forces arrayed against real change being made,
participants identified the failure to articulate a common
vision of economic democracy on a global scale,

as well as

the absence of a mass movement for fundamental social
change,

as part of the failure to provide local efforts with

the unity,

visibility,

and focus that participants perceived

as necessary for those efforts to become broad-based
mechanisms for desired change.
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Theme #4
"Our Best Hope Is In the People" I'll:
Highlander Center Education for Social Change

Education for social change at Highlander Center is an
evolving process that struggles to integrate the means of
doing things democratically with the ends of a more just and
democratic society.

John Gaventa stressed that Myles Horton

was vehemently opposed to trying to define or describe the
process of Highlander education as a fixed formula or recipe
of necessary ingredients.

Education,

Horton

(1990)

held,

was "the best thing people could figure out in the
situation."

Horton feared that this form of education could

all too easily be misconstrued as a specific technique
rather than a process that was "a part of" people.

While

education for social change is constantly developing at
Highlander,

participants identified several pivotal

principles and critical components that underlie this
process.

Pivotal Principles

People Can Make a Change.

A basic assumption at

Highlander is that people can make a change and change can
occur as a result of people's collective action.

This

principle forms the basis of Highlander's efforts and is
described by John Gaventa as follows:
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Highlander's implicit assumption is that people can
make a change.
Not all popular action makes a change.
And not all change is brought about by popular action.
But people who have come together at the right time and
place can make very significant changes.

Paying careful attention to the right time and place is an
important aspect of education for social change which
Candie Carawan identified as a significant factor in the
history of Highlander.
I don't think that Myles anticipated the civil rights
movement to the extent that people give him credit.
But I think he and others on the staff were sensitized
enough to listen to that really crucial place where
change might take place, where people are really at
that point where they might put on the kind of pressure
that's really going to do something.
And I think they
heard it coming out of the black south in those years.
So we have to be able to do that for this period.

Listening for where change might take place and
figuring out what one small group can do to support it,
Candie recalled,

is an element of education whose importance

Myles Horton impressed upon Highlander.

Just before Myles died, the last time he came up and
spoke to the board he was really not in very good
shape. . . .
But Myles pulled himself together, and
for about twenty minutes he spoke about how really big
things are going on in the world today.
And that we
have to be sensitive enough to hear what those are.
He said, "Highlander can be a part of this if you are
really listening."
It was like a jolt—his parting
words to us as a staff.
I felt like he was bringing to
bear what he had used throughout his tenure here at
Highlander, which is "You've got to be paying
attention—you've got to be recognizing what's going
on.
And then you've got to figure out—this is the
most important part of all— what you as a tiny little
staff with a limited budget can do." There are a lot of
things we can't do.
So we have to be really clear in
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our own analysis to figure out what we can do so that
we're helping.

What one staff can do,

Candie Carawan found,

is to get

behind the people who are already working in their
communities and help them to put on the pressure that can
bring about change.

Candie explained:

I feel that change—the effective change we have seen
in this country and worldwide—bubbled up from the
bottom.
And from real pressure.
It is the strength of
that pressure that brings about change.
So
Highlander's form of education has been to identify
those places that can bring that pressure . . . and to
help people gain confidence to act in a united way to
effectively apply it.
It's not that we would tell
people what to do. . . .
I think people have to figure
out what they want, how to put the pressure on, and how
to try to move.

The Answer Must Come From the People With the Problem.
A pivotal principle of Highlander education,
above,

as indicated

is that the answers must come from the people most

directly affected by the problem.
principle, participants noted,

The basis of this

is rare in education.

It

rests upon an abiding faith and trust in ordinary people to
come up with their own solutions.
criticized,

Highlander has been

Candie Carawan observed,

for not putting forward

a particular plan for solving people's problems and for not
telling people specifically where it wants them to go.
Study participants perceived that such an approach to
education,

and to problem solving,
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flies in the face of

Highlander's experience and understanding.

Candie

explained:

It goes back to this guestion of trust.
(As an
educator) you don't have to figure it out yourself.
If
you understand this process, people themselves are
going to make the moves. ...
I wouldn't presume to
understand what someone who is living under a military
dictatorship or suffered due to reasons of race is
going to be ready to do or see as the vision of what
needs to be done.
We don't want to have to come up with the plan.
We
feel a lot more confidence in people themselves
figuring it out step by step as they go.
We feel like
the best hope is where we have put it, which is in the
people at the bottom of the problems.

Maxine Waller's experience illustrates this principle
as well as the process which led her to understand that the
ordinary people of Ivanhoe and elsewhere had to be looked to
for the answers to their own problems.
An eye-opening time in my life was in May 1987 at
Highlander.
I had brought two people with me, and the
people at Highlander asked us, "Who was in charge of
Ivanhoe. Who made the decisions?"
And we got to
writing and talking and asking ourselves who owned the
land, what politicians voted for us or against us, who
had control, and the rest. And we found that the people
in charge are also the people we depended on most, the
people who hold the life line to us.
That was one of the reasons I wanted the classes in
economics because I couldn't understand the economy of
Ivanhoe.
I didn't understand that none of our money
stays here, so why shouldn't we be poor?
I found out
if you have money and it turns over two or three times
and stays in the community that's what makes the
community economically stable.
I saw the video of Global Assembly Line. I was crying
because I was so mad—they were shooting the people in
the Philippines, and all they wanted to do was work.
You know, here in Ivanhoe all we wanted was to work but
everybody says we want to be on welfare.
But you know
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when we did the survey here, didn't nobody say they
wanted to be on welfare and didn't nobody ask to be a
millionaire.
I don't know the answer to the economic crisis but I
know that it has to come from the people.
It has got
to come out of the hands of the so-called system and
the so-called powerful people and come back to the
people—the dinner buckets of America and the dinner
buckets of Korea and the dinner buckets of the
Philippines (Gaventa et al., 1990, p. 24-26).

Providing an opportunity for Maxine Waller and others
to examine their own ideas,

learn from them,

and go out and

try them in the situation is one of the ways Highlander
enacts this pivotal principle.

Maxine

(1991)

described how

this happened at Highlander:
Myles would never say "The answer is_.
He'd ask
"What does that mean to you?
What do you think the
answer would be?
What do you want the answer to be?"

(p. 3) .
Larry Wilson likened this educational process to making
bricks for a structure that people themselves will shape and
determine.
The way I look at it is you start by makin' bricks.
Then you put the bricks in a pattern, and you build the
structure.
Well, we're makin' bricks.
These are the
communities and individuals.
Without them, we're not
going to have change.
But I don't know what that
(change) will be.
My faith is in the people.
They'll
come up with the structure!

Education Implies Action.

A principle that

distinguishes Highlander from traditional education is the
belief that the purpose of education is to lead to
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fundamental change,

to the creation of a structure that is

more just and democratic.

Candie Carawan described this

education as education for action.
There are a lot of real fine universities and colleges
here where people load themselves up with education.
But for what?
What is education for unless it's to try
to have the world work better?
To lead to some real
change taking place?
To me that implies action.
John Gaventa noted that what people are looking for when
they come to Highlander is not education per se but the
opportunity to learn how to act.

He explained:

People come to Highlander—not for education—they come
because they want to act better.
They want to know how
to act.
Learn how to act.
They come not thinking of
this place as an educational center.
They're thinking
of it as a resource to help them act.
And in almost
all of our workshops, our focus is on asking, "How are
you going to use what you've learned for action?"

The beginning place for action at Highlander is
people's own experience.

John Gaventa used the Center's

economic education program to illustrate how experience
provides a basis for understanding and ownership of action.
I think the economy as much as any other area speaks to
the important underlying philosophy of Highlander—that
people have to learn to be willing to speak on the
basis of their own experience as the beginning places
for action.
The economy is something that has been
mystified and taken away from people.
When we've asked
people what comes to their mind that is related to "the
economy," the answers are "economists," "Wall Street,"
the "SEC."
But when we ask people what they know about
their work, people know all about it.
Then we draw
their work and their community into what the economy is
and people begin to realize that what they know about
and experience with the economy is the basis for acting
. . . .
So education is a process where people are
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figuring out where they need to go next.
ownership over that.

The process of guestioning, understanding,

And having

and acting

is described by Larry Wilson as ”a type of education.”

At

Highlander this education involves an upward spiral of
learning where understanding leads to action and through
which a critical mass of people can make dramatic changes.
When I'm speaking of education, I'm not talking about
rote education.
I'm not talking about two plus two
equals four.
I'm talking about why two plus two equals
four.
The education that goes to understanding that
leads to action.
How the system works, why it is that
way, who makes the decisions, and who benefits.
Through that understanding, we begin to understand what
we can do about it and change it.
And our thirst for learning grows.
So we get into an
upward spiral of learning; wanting to act, act; wanting
to learn, learn; wanting to act.
And if we get a
critical mass of the people to various stages in that
learning process, then we're talking about making
fundamental changes in a system that benefits few and
harms a lot.

Critical Components

Building and Fueling a Movement.

During the last two

decades Highlander Center has focused on helping people gain
greater control over the problems of the environment and the
economy in Appalachia.
series of others,

These two issues,

John Gaventa observed,

separately from each other.

along with a
cannot be solved

While a decent wage and

enforcement of environmental regulations are important
elements of a greater say in things that affect the economy
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in a community,

Highlander's efforts go beyond these to

people having collective decision-making power over their
community's economic systems and structures.
To achieve this objective Highlander has developed a
process of education that Helen Lewis described as follows:
Education for social change is educating people to
participate and speak out, to feel like they have
something to offer.
They take it from there.
At the
same time we try to help them understand what these
forces are, these barriers they know from their own
experience, and see how they are connected, and that
these forces are not their fault, and that they can do
something about them.

This process is the essence of Highlander's efforts and is
characterized by John Gaventa as one of building and fueling
a movement.
In all of this, we're trying to bring about a situation
where people who are directly affected at the bottom of
the economy have some say.
That means precisely that
capital has to be accountable to the community.
It
means recognizing the voice of grassroots people in
making fundamental economic development decisions . . .
In the process of this, we're trying to alleviate
problems that people are facing via the toxic dump and
the part-time, temporary job.
But at the heart of it
is trying to build a movement for economic democracy.

Changing Consciousness.

An additional critical

component of Highlander education,
it,

as participants perceived

is developing a broader consciousness.

to Highlander,

People who come

Candie Carawan noted, have often been

awakened by their own experience.
want to do something about it.

They come because they

One of the first ways this

occurs is through an atmosphere which allows people to be
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heard.

Cora Tucker recalled the importance of having that

opportunity in her initial encounter with Highlander.
The first time I went to Highlander in 1958, I was
overwhelmed by the people sitting around talking.
There were big, big people there.
I got a chance to
speak and nobody said, "Well, shut up, Cora Lee, you
got to wait until they finish." One of the things
Highlander does is to give people an opportunity.
There are a lot of great ideas that come up when people
are allowed to talk together.

Larry Wilson identified an atmosphere of respect for
people's ideas and experiences as one of Highlander's most
important resources.
Highlander is a place that allows one to express one's
idea and to be challenged but not chastised for it and
learn what other people with similar struggles are
doing. . . . There's some tangible resources here, but
the big thing about Highlander is the intangible.
The
feeling of family and support, that you're entitled to
that opinion and it counts for something.

In this atmosphere,

John Gaventa reported,

they are not alone,

their ideas and actions are important,

and they are linked to a broader struggle.
cited the Stop the Poisoning

(STP)

people sense that

Larry Wilson

Schools as an example of

this process of perceiving problems differently,
the framework of a problem,

broadening

and deepening people's

understanding and conscious awareness.
Through our STP Schools we've had over eight-hundred
individuals representing more than two-hundred
communities.
They come in talking about the dump in
the backyard, the clear-cut, the incinerator.
They
start comparing notes and start understanding there's a
bigger problem than those individual ones.
And they
start looking beyond them to how the educational system
and the media play into the problem.
How decisions are
made and who's making them.
Who influences those
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decisions over citizens.
And they see the unfairness.
They see that this is not a democracy, but a veneer of
one.
And they start thinking about other issues and
are more sensitive to them.
They start talking about
gay rights, and civil rights, and see the connections.

Maxine Waller's account of her own process of awakening
demonstrates how a change of consciousness led her and the
people of Ivanhoe from looking for a factory to solve their
economic problems to standing up and taking control of the
Ivanhoe economy themselves.
I started out as an idealist.
I believed in everything
the American system said I should believe in.
When we
lost the mines, we lost our jobs.
I thought it was
because we had done something wrong.
Somehow we had
made this gigantic mistake and made the company look
bad or do bad or be bad because we had a union.
I have learned a lot, and one of the things I learned
was that the company was in the black.
They were
making money but they could get more money by leaving
us stranded.
So I found out that the American system
is not made for the American people in a sense.
I went to the Highlander Center and they asked me why I
was there.
I said I wanted a factory to employ people.
I spent the weekend out there, talking and listening to
other people.
They were in the same boat as me.
Part
of them had a factory and didn't want it because it was
the wrong kind of factory.
I thought, "Oh, I just want
any kind of factory," and they kept saying, "No, you
don't, you don't want one that kills people,' and I
thought, "Are there factories that kill people?"
I got to reading wonderful articles and traveling
around Appalachia and I had some eye-opening
experiences.
We made some comparisons between the kind
of development we used to have under Carbide and New
Jersey Zinc and the kind of development we wanted.
That was the turning point for education.
That was
when everyone said that we want the kind of industry we
want, one that is good for us, and one we can live
with.
The first thing that happened was we were treated like
radicals, as bad children.
Our governments in Wythe
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and Carroll counties kept throwing out all these big
educated words that mean nothing to nobody.
But I had
my dictionary and that was my main thing.
I would go
to these meetings and they would throw out all these
words and I would get out my dictionary and read them
the definition.
Then I got Robert's Rules of Order.
I
was standing up before 140 people and the Senator was
beside me and the head of economic development of
Southwest Virginia and I said, "According to Robert's
Rules of Order I can do any damn thing I want to.”
So that's the way it is, because this is a people
movement and we are doing what suits us and not what
suits Robert or anyone else.
And that's when I really
got a grasp on it.
It didn't make a damn if we didn't
do things just exactly right as long as we did things
right for us, if it was right for the people (Gaventa
et al., 1990, p. 24-26).

This change of consciousness for Maxine Waller,

through

making connections between issues and through understanding
that her ideas and actions were linked to a broader
struggle,

are represented in Figure 2.
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A Turning Point for

Highlander applies the same process of questioning and
analyzing to broaden consciousness in its efforts to help
people work with social and cultural differences.
Gaventa observed that increasingly at Highlander,

John
education

is a much more intentional way of overcoming "ism" barriers
in building a broader movement.
We used to ask Myles, "How did you get blacks and
whites together in the same room and working together?"
He'd say, "It's easy.
You set the table, ring the
bell, and people come and eat."
It's not really that
easy.
Particularly in this day and time.
So we've
defined our mission for now as a place where we're
intentionally trying to bring together people who might
have common struggles.
And overcome some of the
differences they find.
We're in a time when we don't think there is one group
that is going to bring about change.
So we need to
bring together groups of different cultures and issues
so that education is a way of building together around
a common vision and appreciating differences at the
same time.

Candie Carawan noted that leaps of understanding are
often made through coming together around common problems
while having to grapple with widely divergent experiences
and points of view.
In the Stop the Poisoning (STP) Schools the problem of
toxics in the community is the one issue that brings
people together.
That doesn't mean that there aren't
people in the group who support the (Gulf) war, have a
lot of guns, or are racist.
Through the process of
coming here, meeting people very different from
themselves, and hearing a range of ideas expressed, a
lot of progress is usually made around some of those
other issues.
We had a guy here who Larry (Wilson) kind of worried
might be in one of these paramilitary groups in the
mountains.
He happened to be here when we had a group
of Latin Americans who had been doing human rights work
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for years.
They were all liberation theologists,
deeply committed, faith-based people who were up
against very tough military dictatorships in their
countries.
There was a lot of talk in the workshop
about the problem and the complicity of the American
government.
We were just waiting for this man to start
a confrontation.
But instead he went with it the whole
weekend.
Some of these ideas are threatening until they are put
in the context of human beings who are not speaking or
criticizing the government out of some ideological base
but out of their life experiences.
I've learned that
people can handle that very well.
That's when real
leaps of understanding are made. ...
So we like to
bring people together around common problems.
But
there is another dynamic which is to bring people
together who are very different from each other so the
leaps of understanding can take place.

Developing Skills.

An important aspect of Highlander

education for social change is starting education where
people are and with what they want to learn.
results, participants noted,

That often

in providing people with

training in the skills they feel they need to solve their
problems.

This has meant technical skills such as learning

how to get information, use a video recorder, research
corporate holdings, or test for contaminated water.

It also

means learning leadership skills such as analyzing and
strategizing around a problem in a particular situation and
passing on those skills to others.
In the case of the early Citizenship Schools the skill
that people perceived they needed most was learning how to
read, to be able to pass the literacy requirement to vote,
in order to change the political structure on Johns Island.
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Through this process, Candie Carawan observed,

over 100,000

people were able to register in the South; consciousness was
raised about what was possible; and voters began to
challenge and change their political reality.
Leadership skills, as evidenced in the Southern and
Appalachian Leadership Training (SALT)
are developed based on need.

Program and others,

Candie Carawan shared her

perception of the potential for leadership in grassroots
groups.
I've seen over and over this process here at Highlander
where very ordinary people who don't think they can do
a thing, come and think about what they know,
strategize about what they can do, and then turn around
and go home and do something incredible. ...
I've
seen how everybody has the seeds for leadership.
The
most shy, quivering person can rise up and be a tiger.

Maxine Waller (1991) described how the SALT training she
attended at Highlander provided the opportunity for her to
develop the skills she needed to do what she wanted to do in
Ivanhoe.
During our initial activism ... it became hard
because we didn't have the skills to do what we wanted.
At this point I applied to the SALT program and
eventually got accepted. . . .
Later on in the
program, people asked me why I had come to Highlander,
and I said I came out here to learn to be a leader.
And Myles laughed and said, "No, she came out here to
teach us how to be leaders." He said, "She was a leader
before she got here.
All we did was give her the space
to grow with her leadership." And that was true
(p. 63).

One of the skills that Highlander provides an
opportunity to develop was identified by participants as the
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use of common or popular knowledge.

Larry Wilson observed

that Highlander does so by listening to and giving
credibility to the importance of people's own knowledge.
My dad used to tell me to be careful when talking to
the experts because they are always doing the averages.
He said, "If a man puts one foot in a bucket of boiling
water and one foot in a bucket of ice water, on the
average he's comfortable.
Common knowledge knows
better.
But, scientifically a case could be made for
it."
So what Highlander does is promote and encourage
people to use and apply common knowledge.

One of the ways Highlander makes decisions about what
groups it works with is based on a group's ability to
replicate itself by teaching others what it has learned.
This multiplying capability is what resulted in such vast
numbers of people being reached by the Citizenship Schools.
John Gaventa described developing this skill or ability of
grassroots groups as an important source of replicating both
education and social change.
Mike Clark (former director) used to say we make
decisions about who we work with based on two
questions.
One, by helping this group look at and
analyze the problem they are starting with, is it going
to raise broader issues?
If a group is only interested
in coming in and getting a solution to a temporary
problem it closes the door to raising other questions.
Two, is the educational process we do with this group a
model they can replicate to use with others?
There's
no way that Highlander can create a social movement by
educating thirty people at a time.
So it becomes a
question of whether people who go through the process
think of themselves as educating others.
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Summary of Theme #4

Highlander Center education for social change combines
knowledge and action through tying basic principles of how
change occurs—described in the study as people can make a
change,
problem,

the answer must come from the people with the
and education implies action—to the practice of

fundamental change—described by participants as building
and fueling a movement,

changing consciousness,

developing necessary skills.

and

Table 2 provides a summary of

the pivotal principles and critical components of education
for social change at Highlander.

Table 2.

Pivotal Principles and Critical Components of
Highlander Center Education for Social Change.

Pivotal PrinciDles

Critical Components

People Can Make a
Change

Building and Fueling
A Movement

The Answer Must Come
From the People
With the Problem

Changing Consciousness

Education Implies Action

Developing Skills
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Education for social change at Highlander begins with
people's problems, with their particular experience and
concrete reality.

While developing skills specific to

solving a common problem, people engage in a process of
examining or analyzing their situation

(learning),

changing

consciousness through making connections to larger issues
and a broader struggle

(understanding),

and figuring out

where they need to go next with that understanding
This type of education,

as Larry Wilson described it,

"upward spiral of learning,"
"education for action"

(action).
is an

which Candie Carawan called

(See Figure 3).
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LEARNING,

UNDERSTANDING

LEARNING

UNDERSTANDING

LEARNING

UNDERSTANDING
LEARNING

UNDERSTANDING

LEARNING

EXPERIENCE

Figure 3.

Education for Action: An Upward Spiral of
Learning
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Highlander Center has been criticized for not going
further,

for not having a pre-designed plan for people to

enact to make necessary political,
changes.

social,

and economic

This perception of education is contrary to

Highlander's understanding of education and to its faith in
people to come up with the plan—as Maxine Waller concluded,
to ”do what suits us and not Robert,”—and to develop their
own vision of how they will use what they have learned for
action.

Theme # 5
"It's A Slow Process. But In the Long Run It's Probably the
Fastest” T51: The Part Education for Social Change Plavs in
the Process of Creating a Society That Is More Democratic
and Just

At Highlander, Myles Horton

(1991)

an instrument of social reorganization,
injustice and act to change it.

wrote,

education is

a tool to question

In a situation of deeply

rooted economic exploitation and marginalization, with many
powerful societal forces arrayed against fundamental change,
Candie Carawan noted:

"It's

pretty daunting when you

consider what people are up against for them to feel like
they have much power and control."

The critical part

education for social change plays in this task of creating a
more just and democratic society in which people have some
say in their situation was described by participants as:
combining knowledge and action,
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(2)

(1)

helping people fulfill

themselves as people,

and,

(3)

putting change in a

historical context.

Combining Knowledge and Action

A pivotal principle of Highlander Center education for
social change,
implies action.

as previously indicated,
Myles Horton

(1990)

is that education

recognized early in

Highlander's history that the two could not be separated and
both must be tied as means to the end of building a more
just and democratic society.

Of the part that education

plays in the process of making a crucial link between
knowledge and action and focusing these elements on
restoring control and power over people's lives to the
people directly affected,

Larry Wilson noted:

I think our role is real clear.
We have to try to find
ways to get the education for action, the understanding
that leads to action.
We have to work towards creating
that critical mass of people.
We can spend all of our
time looking for the magic switch or we can spend our
time trying to bring about understanding and create an
atmosphere in which education can happen.
We put our
emphasis on people understanding, so people have a sayso in their daily lives.
That's what it's all about.
If we get enough people to stand up and say, "I'm going
to have some input! I'm going to have some say in what
happens ...”
If we get enough of those we'll have a
better world.

Combining knowledge—what people know about a problem—
and action—what they can do about it—is a determining
aspect of what research participants called Myles Horton's
”Two-Eye Theory of Education."
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Candie Carawan described

this theory as Horton's belief that for education to succeed
it needs to keep one eye in the distance and one eye on the
immediate situation.

The distance in this case refers to

the larger picture and includes,

among other elements,

system in which a situation exists,
the situation,

the

the forces at work in

the goal of a just and democratic society,

and the building of a social movement to achieve it.

The

immediate situation refers to the concrete problem—the loss
of jobs in Ivanhoe and Dungannon,

the poisoning of people's

drinking water and of Yellow and Pigeon Creeks,
stuck in Maxine Waller's driveway,

the rock

and the loss of people's

faith in their ability to make changes.

Figure 4 represents

Myles Horton's ”Two-Eye Theory of Education” in which to be
successful education keeps in sight both the immediate
situation or concrete problem and larger context it which it
exists.
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Figure 4.

Myles Horton's Two-Eye Theory of Education.
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Helping People Fulfill Themselves as People

Participants perceived that combining knowledge and
action is only one element of the part played by education
for social change in building a more just and democratic
society.

Helping people to stand up to and struggle against

injustice, Myles Horton

(Moyers,

1982)

noted,

is not only

necessary to keep injustice from moving in on them,
situation of injustice,
and be creative,

but in a

is necessary to "help people grow

and fulfil themselves as people"

(p.

249).

This additional element of the part education plays in
social change, Helen Lewis

(1990)

observed,

is a second

important aspect of Myles Horton's "Two-Eye Theory of
Education."
Myles kept one eye on where people are, and one eye on
where they can be—forever pushing, making them
uncomfortable, stretching their minds, helping them
grow in their understanding and critical consciousness
(p. xx).

Through stretching people and their capacity to replace and
restructure an unjust system, Helen Lewis

(1990)

explained,

education for social change helps people take risks in
gaining their independence and freedom.
(Highlander education) is an education for action.
It
is dangerous education; and although much emphasis is
on forming strategies to confront the system without
being destroyed, people are encouraged to push the
boundaries, to be creative in solving problems.
Often
this means pushing to the place where they get in
trouble.
Myles insists that until people take some
risks and gain some independence from the system, they
are not free to learn or to act (p. xx-xxi).
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Maxine Waller

(1990)

described how this "pushing the

boundaries" provided an opportunity for her own growth and
an education whose results she could not have anticipated.
It is hard for me to even begin to believe that I could
ever sit here and think like I think now, but it's
because of this educational process I've been through.
I have some strikes against me because I am a women and
because I am not educated, not educated in the system.
I don't have little papers to go with my education, but
I've got an education all right.
I've got a wonderful
education because I read and I research and I do all
these things, but they are not things I can write on a
piece of paper and add "XYZ" after my name.
I used to feel inferior to these people; they had their
suits and would go to the club for lunch, but now I
don't feel inferior to them.
I feel superior.
They
are educated to the point that they are ignorant.
I
can't feel equal to them because I have an open mind.
People in Ivanhoe are receptive to new thoughts.
But
these people are not.
Is it because they are not cold
and hungry?
Is it because they have plenty to eat and
plenty of money?
Is it because they are comfortable
and we are not?
When I started out I thought like them:
economic
development was a factory.
And what has happened?
I
have left them behind . . . these people in charge of
economic development.
I realize that you can't go out
and get these factories no more.
These are educated
people in charge of economic development and they are
still looking for factories, and I realize you can't
get them.
So who is educated?

Although individual growth is not the object of
Highlander education per se,

John Gaventa observed that it

is a part of a larger process of helping people to be "free
to learn and to act," both essential ingredients of human
fulfillment and completion.

Rosa Parks provides a

particularly powerful example of this process.

In 1955 Rosa

Parks came to a Highlander workshop shortly before she
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refused to move so that a white man could have her seat on
the city bus.

This act of resistance led to the Montgomery

bus boycotts and provided a rallying point for the
developing civil rights movement. Myles Horton

(1990)

gave

this account of Rosa's Highlander experience:
At the end of our workshops we reviewed and critiqued
the sessions and then asked the participants what they
were going to do when they got home.
Rosa Parks said
that she didn't know what she could do in "the cradle
of the Confederacy,” but at a later workshop she
described her first workshop experience:
"At Highlander, I found out for the first time in my
adult life that this could be a unified society, that
there was such a thing as people of different races and
backgrounds meeting together in workshops, and living
together in peace and harmony.
It was a place I was
very reluctant to leave.
I gained there the strength
to persevere in my work for freedom, not just for
blacks, but for all oppressed people."

Rosa Parks had been the executive secretary of the NAACP in
Montgomery, was very well known in the community prior to
her arrest,
Myles Horton

and had widespread support for her activities.
(Moyers,

1982),

therefore,

described

Highlander's role in Rosa's decision and action as a limited
factor but one that was significant in demonstrating a way
of life she hadn't known or thought possible.
I never tried to tell what happened at Highlander.
I
let the people it happened to tell it. . . .
At
Highlander everybody was equal.
I always said we were
too small and too poor to discriminate.
We didn't have
the facilities for discrimination.
So Rosa saw a way
of living she'd never seen before; she couldn't believe
that could happen.
She didn't go back with any plans
or anything, she went back with a different spirit
(p. 272).
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John Gaventa described Highlander's role as follows:
What happens when people come to Highlander is that
they get a personal sense that they aren't alone.
They
get a sense that what they are doing is important and
links up to some broader struggle.
Hopefully, they
begin to get a sense that their actions and their ideas
are important.
All of those things are critical.
If
you asked Rosa Parks what she learned when she came to
Highlander, her answer was, "I remember that I was
treated with dignity and my ideas were respected.
That
gave me the ability to act on that dignity at home."

Education for social change,
Waller,

Rosa Parks,

as illustrated by Maxine

and others involves the opportunity to

create a democratic society by actively participating in and
practicing democracy.
participants indicated,

At the heart of this practice,
is being treated as a human being.

Putting Change in a Historical Context

Rosa Park's act of defiance touched off a massive
response, which, Myles Horton

(1990)

wrote "set thousands

marching and made it possible for the rest of us to stand
tall"
noted,

(p.

150) .

These results, participants in the study

could not have been anticipated as Rosa's refusal to

give up her seat was not in itself unlike other acts that
had occurred on occasion on segregated bus lines throughout
the South.

What was different,

observed Rosa and others who

participated in a discussion during a 1956 meeting at
Highlander about the fire of protest which resulted from
this particular action was that for some time blacks had
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been talking and reviewing the situation of segregation
through NAACP meetings, black churches, and mass spiritual
gatherings.

George Mitchell, present at this Highlander

meeting, observed that:

"Negroes were getting organized,

sticking together, and dealing with a united mind”
(Highlander Center, Public School Integration Meeting
transcript,

1956, p. 4).

Beulah Johnson noted that in

addition, the 1954 Brown vs. the Board of Education Supreme
Court decision outlawing segregation in public schools had
"put the law on our side”

(Highlander Center, Public School

Integration Meeting transcript,

1956, p.

3).

Together these

factors and many others created what Wilson Lindsley
described as "the right time:"
I think that the level of protest demonstrates the
timeliness of that particular incident.
We now know a
great deal more about what has happened in Baltimore,
what has happened in Arkansas.
More and more we have
had time to understand the real significance of the
Supreme Court decision.
Undoubtedly people have read
that the court has ordered that the Anderson County,
Tennessee, schools admit Negroes in the Fall.
It seems
to me that it is the timeliness of this particular
situation that the response just had to happen
(Highlander Center, Public School Integration Meeting
transcript, 1956, p. 3).

Participants in the study noted that a number of different
factors came together to create the extraordinary bus
boycott in Montgomery, Alabama, and the powerful and
effective civil rights movement.

In applying this

perspective to the current economic crisis, John Gaventa
observed:
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Different things have to go hand in hand.
There are
some who say that people have to build enough control
over their own institutions before they can get the
resources, the confidence, the survival skills to take
on the larger institutions. . . .
There are others who
say that you bring change by challenging the powers
that be.
So you have a real division between economic
alternatives on one hand and economic justice on the
other.
In the final analysis I think we've got to get
those two groups to talk about how those struggles fit
together. ...
We're talking about change that
happens over a long time.
I don't think we're talking
about any major change for a long while.

From Highlander's experience with the labor and civil rights
movements,

and John Gaventa's experience with the history of

economic exploitation in the region,

John concluded that

change must be thought of in a broader context and as a
process that extends over a very long period of time:
One of the most important things I learned (from
writing Power and Powerlessness: Quiescence and
Rebellion in an Appalachian Valiev (1980) . . . was not
to draw instant conclusions from actions that were or
were not occurring or about what their long-range
contribution to change might be.
I learned a profound
respect for people to choose the moment of time.
I
think one of the biggest mistakes I made was to look at
action as particular to the time I was there.
What I
learned was that you have to put action and change in a
much more historical context.

While participants have found that change cannot be divorced
from the larger historical period and broader context in
which the need for change exists,

Nancy Robinson asserted

that it has to start where you are.

Nancy's response to

Dungannon community members who came together around a
common problem provides a clear understanding about change's
immediate and long-range aspects:
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This is the problem and this is how it works—you
decide what needs to be done and how we're going to do
it.
Not me alone or you alone, but all of us together.
There's power in numbers.
You may not get anywhere
standing alone. But put all of your knowledge and
understanding together and go as a team and you can
make a difference.
It will take a while.
This is
going to be a slow process.
You may not and your
children may not see a change, but your grandchildren
will see it.
It has to start somewhere and let's us be
the starting point for it.

Education for social change,

as experienced by participants

in the study and throughout Highlander's history,

is neither

a quick fix or magic switch which suddenly causes dramatic
change to happen.
Wilson concluded,
run,

Of this long-term undertaking,
"It's a slow process.

Larry

But in the long

it's probably the fastest."

Summary of Theme #5

While recognizing that all forces for change must be
viewed in a broad historical context, participants in the
study perceived that the part education for social change
plays—as a tool to question injustice and as an instrument
to act to change it—is a significant one in the process of
creating a more just and democratic society,
fully human situation.

and a more

Education of this kind combines

knowledge and action or what people know about their own
situation with what they can do to gain control over it.
so doing,

participants found,

education not only restores
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In

people's capacity to make changes,
to assert freedom and independence,

but as it assists people
it helps them to restore

their humanity and fulfil themselves as human beings.
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CHAPTER 5
EDUCATION FOR SOCIAL CHANGE:
SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS, IMPLICATIONS FOR
EDUCATION FOR SOCIAL CHANGE, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER
RESEARCH

Challenging and changing unjust structures and systems
of society,
is,

rather than maintaining and preserving them as

has been the objective of an alternative educational

approach variously known as popular, participatory,
community-based,

or education for social change—as

alternative educators at Highlander Center and elsewhere
have identified it.

In an epoch of what Brazilian educator

Paulo Freire

called domination, while so many forces

(1970b)

are working against a just, humane,

and democratic society,

it is the premise of this study that the task of education
must be to work consciously in such a society's behalf.

The

problem that the inquiry has addressed is the need for
educators to better understand education for social change
and the part it plays in the process of creating a society
that is more just,

humane,

and democratic.

indicates that this is a long,
complex task at best and,

demanding,

History
and exceedingly

like Maxine Waller's hammer-and-

bologna-sandwich approach, we must be creative and
imaginative in our efforts.
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One of the institutions that has shaped new educational
possibilities and practices is Highlander Center.
Highlander's long involvement in the labor,
environmental,

civil rights,

and economic justice movements has been based

on the simple idea that ordinary people have the ability and
right to interpret their problems and be involved in their
solution.

To better understand education for social change

through examining this unique case,

the primary question of

the research has been: What can we learn about education for
social change from Highlander Center and its efforts to
create greater economic democracy in Appalachia?
Examination of the literature reveals that education
*

for social change is a developing concept and evolving
practice.

It has received little attention outside of the

Third World educational activities of such leaders as FalsBorda

(1985),

Freire

(1970b), Vio Grossi

(1981),

and others

who have tied education directly to freedom from centuries
of colonial domination and subjugation in their respective
countries.

The literature suggests that in the U.S.

the

progressive education movement popularized in the 1920s and
1930s shares many of the tenets of education for social
change as evidenced in the writing of Dewey
(1932) ,

Lindeman

(192 6),

and Bode

(1939),

(1916),

Counts

among others.

These guiding principles include the emphasis on experience
as the basis of learning,

linking knowledge and action,

faith in the "free use of intelligence"
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(Bode,

1939)

by

and

ordinary people in the application of democratic principles
to democratic practice.

While the literature provides an

important conceptual foundation for education for social
change,

there is little description or discussion of this

phenomenon from the perspective and in the voices of
practitioners and participants.

It is toward this end that

the study was designed and undertaken.
To develop a better understanding of education for
social change through examining the example of Highlander
Center,

I used the following research questions to guide the

study:

(1)

What is the problem in the Appalachian region

that Highlander seeks to address?

(2)

What forces operate

in this situation to aid or constrain social change toward
greater economic democracy?

(3)

What are the essential

elements of education for social change at Highlander
Center? and

(4)

What part does education for social change

play in the process of creating a more just and democratic
society?

A qualitative case study methodology was employed

in the research along with the following data collection
✓

methods:

open-ended,

—

in-depth interviews with four

Highlander staff members and four program participants;
participant observation of Highlander's Southern and
Appalachian Leadership Training

(SALT)

Program and

Environmental and Economic Intern Program
workshops;

(EEP)

site observation of participants'

weekend

economic

justice work in four communities in Kentucky, Virginia,
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and

North Carolina; and document analysis of training materials,
historic papers,

Highlander publications,

and archival

records.
This chapter presents

(1)

a summary and interpretation

of the major findings of the research,

(2)

implications of

the findings for education for social change,
(3)

and

suggestions for further research.

Summary and Interpretation of Findings

The major findings of the study are summarized and
interpreted according to the five major themes generated by
i*

the inquiry.

Theme #1—The Economic Problem in Appalachia

The Problem of Economic Injustice.
(Moyers,

1982)

Myles Horton

held that to have true democracy,

people need

to have a way to control more than just the political
aspects of their lives.

In so far as control over economic,
V

social,

and cultural concerns are minimized,

believed,

"democracy is denied"

(p.

282).

Horton

Participants in

the study identified the economic problem in Appalachia as
the absence of economic control among ordinary people.

This

problem has a historic basis in over one-hundred years of
economic colonialism, wherein the profits from the labor of
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southern workers along with Appalachian coal,

timber,

and

iron ore were extracted from the area and used and invested
outside the region in the rapid industrialization of the
nation

(Lewis and Snipe,

1978).

Participants found that current economic development
strategies which have relied on recruitment of outside
industry—"smokestack chasing"—or upon unsafe and unwanted
industry—"dumpsite development"—along with the
restructuring of the global economy and its emphasis on new
sources of raw material and cheap labor,

have aggravated

rather than alleviated pressing economic problems in the
region.

The results of this increasingly desperate
!<

situation is the loss of communities,

jobs,

schools,

homes,

and hope.
In response to this situation people like Maxine Waller
and Nancy Robinson are rebuilding community and creating a
community-designed and oriented economy.

Through this

process they are challenging the economic injustice that has
left them "Ivanhoed"—bled dry and abandoned.

Through

education for social change, people who have recognized the
economic problem in Appalachia are challenging the economic
system; questioning blind allegiance to wealth,
profits; confronting corporate recklessness,

power,

greed,

and

and lack

of responsibility; and like Rosa Parks in an earlier era,
refusing to "move" in the face of the attitude of "detached"
economic interests succinctly captured in Kenny Rosenbalm's
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lyrics:

"Move over—We're coming through,

There's money to

be made here—Who needs you? Who needs you?"

Themes #2 and #3—Forces That Aid Or Constrain Social Change
Toward Greater Economic Democracy

Dynamic Tension Between Opposing Forces.
systems that are eguitable and just,

To have

Highlander education

for social change has held the belief that people must stand
up to and change systems that are inequitable and unjust.
To do so requires an understanding of the forces at play in
society that people must recognize and reckon with.
i'

Participants in the study found that forces arrayed against
fundamental social change toward greater economic democracy
are powerful and pervasive.

However,

because participants

perceived forces to be the product of the human hand,

they

shared the belief that barriers can be confronted and
changed by human action.
Social scientist Kurt Lewin

(1951)

developed the notion

that people and situations exist in a "field" of forces—
both negative and positive in regards to a desired direction
of change.

I have chosen Lewin's force field analysis as a

useful tool for interpreting the findings of this study as
the dynamic tension between opposing forces
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(See Figure 5).

Figure 5.

Dynamic Tension Between Opposing Forces

OT
w
o
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Forces that aid change toward greater economic
democracy

(what Lewin would label positive driving forces in

the desired direction of change)

included:

understanding that change is possible,
for change to occur,
heard,
(5)

(4)

(3)

(2)

(1)

the

the opportunity

the willingness to stand up and be

the presence of visible support for change,

and

the successful formation of the building blocks of

social movements.

Forces that constrain change toward

greater economic democracy in the region

(what Lewin would

label negative driving forces away from the direction of
desired change)

included:

(1)

the struggle to survive,

control and domination by the ruling system,
economic world order,

(4)

(3)

(2)

the new

the lack of common vision of

economic democracy on a global scale,

and

(5)

the absence of

a mass movement for fundamental social change.
Lewin
situation:

(1951)
(a)

posited two methods for changing a

increasing the strength of the driving

forces—pushing the situation toward the desired change by
superior force—and

(b)

decreasing the strength of the

restraining forces—or reducing the resistance.

Lewin found

that the first method is usually accompanied by increased
tension in the situation.
It is my interpretation of the findings of the study
that Highlander education for social change has attempted to
do both.

It has sought to increase the strength of the

positive driving forces over which people have direct
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control

(their own understanding, willingness,

and

participation in collective action to build a social
movement)

as a way to push the situation toward the goal of

greater economic democracy.

At the same time Highlander

education has attempted to reduce the strength of the
negative driving forces by helping people stand up to and
refuse to accept control and domination by the ruling
system,

question and confront the values and practices of

the new economic world order,

and provide an alternate

vision of a better life.
Highlander education for social change has done this,
the study suggests,

by using the inherent conflict in the
¥

system of economic injustice to apply pressure and "increase
the tension."

Myles Horton

(Moyers,

1982)

said of the value

of this approach:
We don't try to resolve a situation at the lower level
of accommodation. ...
We try to resolve it at the
higher level of justice.
So when we talk about using
conflict, we don't use it to settle something, we use
it to cause a banging of the forces, so you come out
resolving it at a higher level (p. 270).

The study indicates that this effort to marshall the
driving forces,

reduce the resistance,

and resolve the

tension at the level of justice has been significant.
However,

Horton and participants in the study have

concluded,

it is not,

in and of itself,

sufficient.

Other things must go hand in hand; other sectors of society
must be involved for true democracy to take place.
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Theme #4—Highlander Center Education for Social Change

Education for Action.

Highlander Center was founded

with the compelling vision that education is an experience
of ordinary people learning to know and recognize themselves
as sources of change.

The study found that education is

perceived at Highlander as a tool for people to learn how to
learn—to think outside of the traditional education
process.

It is Highlander's "stubborn insistence” that

education come from people's immediate problems and its firm
belief that to change the problem situation, people
*

themselves can and must solve the problem.
Education for social change at Highlander is critical
education;

it goes beneath the surface of a situation by

asking: Why is this situation the way it is?
from it?
interests?

Who makes the decisions about it?
And toward what end?

Who benefits
In whose

Critical education at

Highlander helps people "break out of their encrustation of
thinking"

(Moyers,

1982),

broaden their consciousness,

perceive things in a different way.

and

A pivotal principle of

Highlander education for social change is that education
implies action.

This kind of education involves people in a

process of learning, understanding,

and acting in an "upward

spiral" that moves from experience to learning through
analyzing experience; to understanding through assimilating
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learning; and to action through using understanding as a
basis for figuring out the best way to move,
pressure on,

to put the

to cause the "banging of the forces."

Highlander has been particularly adept at looking for
and recognizing where change can happen in Appalachia and
working in those domains to nurture and develop seeds of
change and build and fuel social movements.
action,

however,

Education for

is a difficult and dangerous education.

While Highlander provides an opportunity for a movement to
grow and gain steam toward restructuring the social system,
its faith is in the people who are directly affected to
control and determine its structure and direction.
I

Theme #5—The Part Education for Social Change Plavs in the
Process of Creating a Society That Is More Democratic and
Just

Turning Ideas into Practice.

Participants in the study

indicated strong agreement with the progressive education
philosophy of George Counts
ends,

but a means,

(1932)

that education is not an

and that educators must address the

question of "a means to and for what?"

Highlander education

for social change is a means of social action,

a way to make

a better life through restructuring of unjust and
inequitable systems and structures by reckoning with the
"forces at play" in society.
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The part education plays is this effort,
by the findings of the study,

is turning the deeply rooted

vision of democracy in the U.S.
democratic practice.

into the reality of genuine

Highlander education for social change

does so by combining knowledge and action.
"buried ideals"

as evidenced

(Horton,

1991)

In this way the

of democracy are continuously

cultivated through a process Bode

(1939)

has described as

the primary purpose of education—to re-examine and
reinterpret democracy to make it relevant to and adequate
for the conditions of present day life.
Participants in this study have indicated that the
relevancy and adequacy of democracy are closely tied to
I

human dignity.

Whereas domination demeans human beings and

denies them dignity,

one part that education for social

change plays in the process of creating a more just and
democratic society is in helping people to think and act for
themselves,

to stand up to injustice,

to do with their lives"

(Horton,

1990)

and to "have something
as integral aspects

of the deepest expression of human dignity and of what it
means to be fully human.
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Implications of the Findings for Education for Social Change

This study began with two assumptions:

one,

that unjust

systems and structures of society are not fated or
unalterable; and two, that people can do something about it.
In a society perceived by educators for social change to be
based on systems and structures that are inherently
inequitable, undemocratic,

and unjust,

traditional education

has been found to uphold the status quo as well as to be an
integral element of it.
Counts

(1932)

noted,

This is not surprising,

George

as education essentially reflects the

society of which it is a part.

Education is a product,

I)

Paulston

(1977)

pointed out,

reality,

of its particular ideology or world view of human

nature and society.
others have noted,

of the way society perceives

These ideologies,

Plas

(1992)

and

are the basis of our paradigms—the

general fabric of assumptions from which our beliefs take
shape—and are deeply buried in our psyches.
Plas

(1992)

In addition,

observed, we often don't know we have them.

One important implication of this study,
the ideologies embedded in unjust,

inhumane,

then,

is that

and

undemocratic systems and structures must be made explicit.
As a beginning step in making fundamental societal changes,
we must identify these ideologies.

As a second step,

must recognize that as a society we have them.
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we

Social Reality;

Domination and Democratization

Several particular world views or paradigms surfaced in
the study.

The prevailing world view of social reality as

identified in the literature by Freire
domination,

or what Riane Eisler

"force-based rank-ordering"

(p.

(1987)
12).

society and social organization,
gender,

race,

class,

(1970b)

is

has described as

In this view of

status is assigned by

and other characteristics which

distinguish groups as different from the dominant group
which has been assigned the highest ranking and thereby
accorded the greatest legitimacy.

Domination,

according to

I

Eisler

(1992)

is the world's most powerful religion,

disbelief is heresy.
society,

It is this "dominator model" of

she has suggested,

inequality, human misery,
In contrast,

that drives injustice,

and suffering.

the view of social reality offered by

education for social change is democratization,
Eisler

(1987)

and

or what

has described as a partnership society based

on "linking relationships rather than hierarchies"

(p.

17) .

A second important implication of the study for education
for social change,

is that to create a democratic society,

we must begin with a democratic ideology

(Acevedo,

1992).

To replace domination as the prevailing social reality, we
must replace the prevailing domination ideology.
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Human Reality:

Self- and Common Interest

Another of several world views suggested by the study
concerns human reality—how we perceive ourselves and our
capabilities.

The view of human reality offered in the

literature by Niebuhr
human nature.

(1944)

In Niebuhr's

is based on the paradox of
(1944)

view we are both

"children of light" and "children of darkness;"

we are

capable of the ideals we hold for ourselves as human beings,
yet those ideals are susceptible to and corrupted by selfinterest.

Therefore democracy is not only possible,

necessary to curtail our capacity for injustice.

it is

A third

I

implication of the study is that while recognizing the
potential of society and humanity,

education for social

change must recognize current realities;

it must begin by

working with the world as it is.
I have chosen the domination-democratization world
views of social reality and the self- and common interest
views of human reality to place education for social change
within the context of underlying ideologies.

These

ideologies provide the basis of a framework of education for
social change as presented in Figure 6.
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HUMAN REALITY

COMMON INTEREST

Figure 6.

A Social and Human Reality Framework of
Education for Social Change. (A work in
progress.)
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A Social and Human Reality Framework of Education for Social
Change

In this framework of education for social change,
evidenced by the study,

as

domination and democratization,

self- and common interest,

and

are not polar opposites but

rather indicators of a range of perceived reality.

This

range reflects Myles Horton's "Two-Eye Theory of Education,"
which recognized the importance of keeping one eye on where
things are and where they might go—one eye on the immediate
situation and another on the larger view.
this framework,

In the context of

education for social change keeps one eye on

domination and the other on greater democracy; one on selfinterest and another on common interest and our greater
humanity.
While education for social change recognizes,
acknowledges,

and works within the full range of social and

human reality,

its conscious objective is the upper right

hand area of Figure 6—the democratization and humanization
of society.

For Highlander this is not a utopian dream

based on Emersonian faith in a human or democratic ideal,
but rather a realistic goal derived from its own empirical
evidence of people's innate capacity and essential human
decency.

Highlander has developed an example of education

for social change appropriate to this view of reality.
example of education for social change has sought
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Its

considerable—some might say impossible—changes:
and structures,

in systems

in powerful and pervasive ideologies,

the ideas that are imbedded in our heads and psyches.
the perspective of education for social change,
each of these areas is based on human action.
theory,

From

change in
Knowledge,

and ideas aren't enough to change people and

paradigms;
(1916)

and in

action is required.

Furthermore,

as John Dewey

maintained, people learn best when "practice precedes

knowledge."

A significant implication for education for

social change is the need to provide experiences in which
people can act and then learn from their actions.
illustrated by Myles Horton's

(1990)

As

account of the

i1

experience of the thirsty white farmer who was forced by
necessity to drink from the colored dipper,

action comes

first and our embedded ideas and "poky" hearts follow
Illustration 2).
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(See

Illustration 2.

Action Comes First, Poky Hearts Follow.
(Illustration by Victoria Reed.)
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While education for social change has changed people's
ideas as well as their hearts,

economic injustice,

and

undemocratic and inhumane systems and structures are alive
and well and continue to flourish.

"It's been a bad human

history," Candie Carawan noted in the study.

This is not

because we aren't capable of a better life than we live,
Eisler

(1987)

has suggested,

but because,

in part,

our

ideologies of domination and self-interest "dominate" and
limit us.

By offering a vision of a world based on

democratization and humanization—to live with dignity,
be free to vote,

to have a union,

to

to participate equally—

Highlander education for social change provides an
alternative world view to the "reigning religion."

A final

implication of this study is that for education for social
change to succeed at democratization and humanization of
society it must commit heresy.

It must provide an

alternative ideology to domination and self-interest and
articulate a vision of true democracy and what it means to
be fully human within the full range and complexity of
current human and social reality.
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Suggestions for Further Study

This inquiry has raised many questions about education
for social change and left more unanswered.

To contribute

to a better understanding of education for social change and
the part it plays or might play in creating a society that
is more democratic and just,

further research is suggested

to address the following questions:

Because a single case study out of necessity precludes
firm conclusions and generalizability to a whole population,
to what extent do studies of other instances of education
for social change reinforce the findings of this study?

Do

cases with different historical conditions from Highlander
exhibit the same primary focus on democracy?

How would the findings from a participatory research
approach to education for social change with Highlander
staff and participants differ from the findings of this
single researcher study?

What impact might that study have

on Highlander's education for social change efforts?

How does a feminist perspective on conflict,

power,

control,

and dominance influence education for social

change?

Is there a gender difference among educators,

grassroots groups,

and their approaches?
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How can educators measure the effectiveness
of education for social change?

What long-range impact has

education for social change had on people and communities
like Yellow Creek,

Ivanhoe,

and Dungannon?

What factors determine if a group or individual is
ready to move from action to investigation,
analysis,

or from analysis to action?

Maxine Waller,
Tucker,

investigation to

Are Rosa Parks,

Nancy Robinson, Kenny Rosenbalm,

for example,

and Cora

different from others—are they

"special people?"

H

What efforts have been made to implement education for
social change as described in the study in more traditional
or school-related settings?

What have been the results?

What other sectors of society are needed to make
fundamental social changes?

How can education for social

change work collaboratively with these sectors?
examples exist of such efforts?
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What

NOTES

[1]

Candie Carawan interview.

[2]

John Gaventa interview.

[3]

Candie Carawan interview.

[4]

Kenny Rosenbalm interview.

[5]

Larry Wilson interview.
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Statement of Highlander's Mission,
November 1987

The Highlander Center works with people struggling against oppression,
supporting their effort to take collective action to shape their own destiny. It seeks
to create educational experiences that empower people to take democratic
leadership towards fundamental change.
Highlander works with community groups primarily in Appalachia and the
deep South.

Because we are located in the poorest region of the world's richest

and most powerful nation, we work with people who benefit least from our society
as it is now structured.

We also maintain exchanges and linkages with national

and international groups, because we recognize the global dimension of
economic and political injustice.
We bring people together to learn from each other. By sharing experience, we
realize that we are not alone.

We face common problems caused by injustice.

Together we develop the resources for collective action.

By connecting

communities and groups regionally, we are working to change unjust structures
and to build a genuine political and economic democracy.
We accomplish our purposes in a variety of ways. Residential workshops and
educational training sessions at our New Market, Tennessee farm and center
bring together representatives of communities facing specific struggles throughout
the region.

Our library and audiovisual resource center are available to

individuals and groups wanting information about Highlander's history or about
current social issues and strategies.

Through our participatory research and

cultural program we seek to affirm and document the knowledge, concerns, and
struggles of the people with whom we work. Highlander staff persons also develop
and conduct workshops across the region, link communities grappling with
common issues and provide other education assistance in the field.

Finally,

through its youth, internship and other programs, Highlander strives to develop
leadership within communities so that those who participate go on to share with
others and to multiply what they have learned.
If real democracy is to be achieved, it will start with grassroots action.

As

diverse people respond to local circumstances, they must build broader
movements which confront and change the policies and structures which
dominate our lives.

The power of the Highlander experience is the strength that

grows within the souls of people, working together, as they analyze and confirm
their own experiences and draw upon their understanding to contribute to
fundamental change.
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APPENDIX B
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM

I, _,

agree to participate in a

research study that focuses on Highlander Center education
for social change toward a more just and democratic society.
I understand and agree that participating in this study
includes an interview of approximately one to one-and-a-half
hours in my office or place that is convenient to me.
I also understand that the interview will be audio
recorded so that the researcher has a back-up to her notes
and so that the information I provide can be transcribed in
ii

my own words.

I agree to this and understand that the

content of the interview,

audio tape,

and interview are

confidential to the extent that I request.
Last,

I understand that a copy of the transcript of the

interview will be sent to me to ensure that the it is
accurate.

Participant's Signature_

Date_

Researcher's Signature_

Date_
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APPENDIX C
INTERVIEW GUIDE
Introduction
I am aware of some of your work with Highlander Center
education for social change in trying to create greater
economic democracy—helping people gain greater control over
the economic aspect of their lives—in the Appalachian
region.

I would like to ask you some questions about your

experience with this work in your community
participants)/in Appalachia

(program

(Highlander staff).

Background Information
To begin,

I would like to ask you for some background

information:
(i)

What is your current position with:

organization you are affiliated with
Highlander
(ii)

the

(program participants)/

(staff)?
What has been your responsibility in that

position?

Research Questions
#1. What is the economic problem in your community
(program participants)/ the Appalachian region
staff)

that you seek to address?
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(Highlander

1. a. How would you describe the changes in the
economic situation that you are working to bring
about?
#2. What forces operate in this situation to aid or
constrain social change toward economic democracy from
taking place—what barriers do you run into and what other
factors in the situation help you to make the changes you
want?
2. a. What forces have helped bring about the
change?
2.b. What forces or barriers have worked against
it?
2.c.

If you were to place these forces or factors

on this diagram, where would you put them?
are these forces related to each other?

How

Are

some more important than others?

#3. How would you describe education for social change at
Highlander Center?

What are some of its key or important

elements?

#4. What part does education for social change like you have
described,

play in the process of creating a society that is

more democratic and just?

What part could it play in this

process?
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FORCES THAT AID OR CONSTRAIN
SOCIAL CHANGE TOWARD GREATER ECONOMIC DEMOCRACY

FORCES THAT CONSTRAIN

FORCES THAT AID
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